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TIIE ROLLEIFLEX CAMERA
The Rolleiflex is the original rollfilm, twin-lens reflex

camera design, from which virtually all other cameras of
this tlpe are derived. It takes 12 exposures 2| x2l in.
(6x6 cm.) on standard 120 rollfilm or 24 exposures on
220 film with specially adapted models. A "baby" Rolleiflex
4 x4 cm. for 12 exposures on 127 rollfilm is also available.

Two lenses-matched for focal lenglh-are mounted
one above the other on a common panel. The upper lens pro-
jects an image of the subject via a mirror to a focusing
screen in the top of the camera, while the lower one projects
a similar image on to the fihn. The focusing screen image,
therefore, shows at all times the full size picture-upright but
reversed left to right-as it will appear on the film. To com-
pensate for any parallax between the viewing and taking
lens a mask is built into the viewing camera below the
focusing sereen.

The focusing screen on top of the camera is protected in
the closed position by the folded-down finder hood. When
openeci, this forms a light excluding hood 2l in. high; it
carries a magnifier for critical focusing. A frame finder for
eye-level direct vision use is built into the hood.

The hood on current models is removable and can be
replaced by a pentaprism, which permits eye-level focusing,
showing the image upright and right-way-round.

The finder lens in all models is faster than the taking lens
and cannot be stopped down. This ensures a bright focusing
screen image and, having rather less depth of field than the
taking lens, allows for very critical focusing.

The interior of the camera body is fitted with light baffies
which effectively avoid scatter of light and enhance the
brilliance of the picture.

The Rolleiflex is focused by a large focusing knob on the
side of the camera. This is geared to the front panel and
smoothly and simultaneously controls both lenses. A depth
of field indicator is incorporated.

Current models are available with a built-in photo-electric

exposure meter which in most cases is coupled to the
aperture setting.- 

A film type indicator is built into the film transport knob.
Film transport is effected by a crank situated on the side

of the camera. It locks when the correct amount of film has
been wound on to bring each new frame of film into
position. A counter registers the number of exposures madc.- 

A tripod bush is located in the centre of the camera base.
The back of the camera hinges open for the insertion and

removal of films and can also be removed. It carries a sub-
stantial spring-loaded pressure plate.

Transporting the film automatically tensions the shutter.
The shuiter is released by a body release knob on the front
of the camera. When not in use, it can be locked to prevent
accidental release. The shutter cannot be released until the
film has been wound on, thus preventing double exposures.
To avoid blank frames, the film cannot be wound on until
the previous frame has been exposed.

The shutter on most current models is a Synchro-Compur
with speeds from I sec. to l/500 sec. as well as B. It has built-
in delayed action and is flash synchronised.

Both the taking and finder lenses together with the
shutter are enclosed in a dustproof casing, which has peep
windows at the top showing shutter speeds and apertures.

A wide range of accessories is available for the Rolleiflex.
Both finder and taking lens carry bayonet rings for fitting

filters, close-up lenses and similar attachments.
The Rolleiflex is about 5| in. high, 3f in. wide and 3f in.

deep. Its weight is about 341ozs. The body is an aluminium
alloy casting.

The Rollei Magic models have a few different features
which are detailed in the green pages.

RolleiJle* Euolution
The original Rolleiffex was introduced in 1928. It took six exposures

2tx2l in- on I l7 film, which is now discontinued. It can be converted
to tate l2 exposures 2[x2l in. on size 620 film. A film transport knob
advances the film, exposures are counted in a red window. It is fitted
with a 70 mm. Tessar /4.5 lens in a Compur shutter (l to t/300 sec.www.butkus.us



ROLLEIFLEX EVOLUTION
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Tho first Rolleiflex of 1928 startcd the besic system of the twin-lens rollfilm reflex" The:trndrrd
nrodel of 1932 to 193.1 alreldy incorporeted the trxnsport crank and lenscs nrounted on a comnron
panel, while rhe Automat from 1937 onwerds had aperturc and rpeed setcing wheels and :rutometi<
ioading feacures. Thc Standard Naw of 1939 is a rimpler version of thc Automat of thrt timc.

B, T). The finder hood has a built-in mirror for eye-level reflex focusing.
Parallax is compensated by reduction of the reflex picture. The taking
lens mount diameter, 24 mm. ln 1929 the same camera, but with a
75 mm. 'fessar f 3.8 was n]arketed; the finder lens aperture is/3.1.

Rolleiflex Standard of 1932 has a 75 mm. 'fessar f 4.5 or f 3.8 lens in
Compur shutter (l to 11300 sec., B and T). The lens mount diarneteris
28.5 mrn. Finder lens aperture is J'3.1. Finder hood has a frame finder.
Para.llax is compensated try reduction of the reflex picture. Takes 12
exposures on 120 or 20 filrn. Film transport by lever crank. First
exposure set by red window, thereafter by automatic counter. In 1934,
the same modcl appeared with a 75 mm. Tessarrf,3.S and Compur Rapid
shutter to I /500 sec. B and T.

The Rolleiflex Automat 1937 has a 75 mm. T'essar f 3.5 in Compur
Rapid shutter (l to I /500 sec., B, but not T) with built-in delayed action
release. The taking-lens has bayonet mount to accept bayonet mounted
attachments. The f ?.8 finder lens has push-on mount (later also fitted
with bayonet moulnt). Finder hood contains mirror for eyeJevel reflex
focusing, also automatic parallax compensation. Film transport is by
a lever crank, coupied".yit! the shutter settin_g. T'his makes double
exposures impossible. F'ilm feed is automatic, there is no red window.

The Rolleiflex Standard New of i939 has a 75 mm. Tessar/3.5 in
Compur Rapid shutter (1 to l/500 sec., and B), but no delayed action
release. It has a window fcrr setting the first exposure, the automatic
film counter then takes $ver. Film transport is couplerJ with shutter
setting. Finder lens (also with bayorret mount like the taking lens) is
f3.t.

The ftolleiflex Automat of 1945 has a75 mm. Tessar or Xenar/3.S
and bayonet mounts on botli lenses; other features are the same as
on the 1937 rnodel.

The t 950 model has a coated 75 rnm. Tessar or Xenar lens in a
Compur Rapid shutter (l to l/500 sec., B), and built-in flash contact.
The redesigned finder hood has both an eye-level reflex finder mirror
and direct vision frame finder. In the same year, a second model of
the same camera appeared rvith an 80 mm. Tessar f 2.8 and a larger
Compur shutter with a top speed of I /400 sec.

In l95l both the f 3.5 and the /2.8 lens models appeared with a
Synchro-Compur shutter lvith MX-synchronisation, and a time
exposure lock.

The Rolleiflex 2.8C of 1953 with 80 mm. Xenotar or Planar/2.8 lens
incorporates various improvements over the l95l model: internal
baflfles to eliminate stray light, an extra large focusing knob with built-in
film indicator, an adjustable focusing magnifier, self-locking shutter
speed and aperture settings, and a fitted counter knob for the Rolleikin
accessories. 'fhe coupling of film transport and shutter setting can be
disconnected to permit intentional double exposures.

The Rolleiflex Automat 3.5 of 1954 has a Synchro-Compur shutter
with cxpo$ure value scale, internal baffies and a larger focusing knob
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f n addition to the 2!x2i in. Rolleiflex models srnall-size Rolleiflexes also were made from time to time.
fhe first of these, the Baby Rolleiflex of l93l and the Sports Rolleiflex from 1933 onwards were
scaled-down versions of the currenr srandard models. The Rolleiflex 4 x 4 of 1957 is in many respects
a countGrpart of the larger model T, but has a rransporc knob instead of a winding crank,

with built-in film indicator. Models since 1955 have an improved
aperture-speed coupling system with a coupling release button.

The Rolleiflex 2.8D of 1955 has a Synchro-Compur shutter with
exposure value scale. 

.I-he XM synchronising lever is combined witii
the self-tinrer setting lcver. A coupling release button on the aperture
wheel disengages tlre al)erture-speecl coupiing feir inriependcnt sc'ltings
when reqLlircd.

The Rolleitlex 2.88 of 1956 is sirnilar to the 2.8D model but has
built-in photo-electric exposure meter and automatic depth of ficld
indicator. It is litted with an 80 mm. Plitnar or Xenotar /' 2.8 lens.

The Rolleiflex 3.5E of 1956 is similar to the Rolleiflex Autonrat of
1955, but has built-in photo-clectric exposure meter and automatic
depth of field indicator. It is fittecl witir a 75 mm. Planar f 3.5 lens and
was also available with Xenotar "f 3.5 lens br:t without exposure meter.
Subsequent installation of the meter is possible on the latter model.

The Rolleiflex 2.882 of 1959 is similar to the Rolleiflex 2.8E but
fitted with a detachable hood and improved extra bright focusing
screen

The Rolleiflex F of 1958 with f 3.5 Planar or Xenotar lens is like
model 3.58 but has the meter coupled to the stop-speed setting, is

fitted with a detachable hood, arrd an improved extra bright focusing
screen.

Rolleiflex 3.58.3 af 1962 is a Rolleiflex F without the built-in exposure
nreter. lt was rcplaced in 196l by the Rolleiflex F (both with /3.5 and
f 2.8 lens) without exposure meter. The meter can be built in and
coupled to shutter speed and aperture settings.

The Rolleiflex T of 1958 has a 75 mm. f 3.5 'fessar, detachable hood
and improved extra bright screen and facilities for changing the format
fronr 2Ix2l to 2*x l* or lf x l* in.; models prior to l962not fitted
for the 35 mm. Rolleikin outfit. A single lever (instead of the familiar
rvheels) controls exposure values, stops and shutter speeds. An exposure
meter is fitted or can be installed by the user. Since l97l the Rollei-
flex T has a Schneider Xenar -f 3.5 lens, and is only X synchronized.

The Tele-Rolleiflex, introduced in 1959, is a special model wittr
135 mm. Sonnar /4 long-focus lenses for professional and feature
photography. It has disengageable speedistop coupling. An exposure
meter is not fitted, but can be installed by the user. The back is fitted
with a glass film plane.

The Wide-angle Rolleiflex of l96l is a special model with 55 mni.
Distagon /4 short focus lenses for wide-angle phcrtograPhy. It is

otherwise similar to the Tele-Rolleiflex in all other control features.
The Rolleiflex 2.8F of 1960 with Planar or Xenotar f2.8 is like the

model 2.8F, 2 but has the meter coupled to the speed-aperture settings.
(Except for the faster lenses, this camera is identical with the model
3.5F.)

The Rolleiflex 3.583 and 2.8E3, 1963 are similar to the 3.5F and
2.8F but without exposure meter. Aperture and shutter speed arc

t0
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cross{oupled and indicate exposure values.
The Rolleiflex F models have also been available without exposure

meter, since l96y'..
The Rollei-Magic of 1960 has a built-in photo-electric meter which

lutomatically sets aperture-speed combinations on the built-in scaleleli
Prontormat shutter.

Rolleiflex 2.883 of 1962 is a Rolleiflex 2.8F without the built-in
exposure meter.

. Rollei-Magic II of 1962 is a Rollei MAGIC I, but fitted with a
shutter which.perm-its in addition to fully-automitic operation atto
individual setting of _s_peeds-(l/30 to l/500 sec.) and aper^i*.r.

The Rollei-Magic II, 1963 qlsg. permits manual expbsure setting. In
this case the exposure meter indi&tes exposure valdes, which .uir Ui
set on the shutter.

All Rolleiflex. models 2I x 2| in. supplied since late I 964 arc fitted
with the Rolleiclear Focusin! Screen with split-image rungennOli
wedge.

24-exposure 220 Fitm
A 220 film has been introduced, primarily designed for the pro-

fessional user, giving 2_a .9xp^osurei. 2I x2t in. on-oni roit. spJ.iur
versions of the current Rolleiflex 2I in. hodEls are made (at extra cost)
acceptine 120 and 220 film.

The 1 x 1 cnr. Rotleifler Models

- The pRorts Rolleiflex of 193I (the first few models were called Baby-
9q*) ta-kes l2 glngsurgs l8x l8 tn. (4x! cm.) on standard vest pocilt
(size 127 or 27) rym. It has a 0o mm. Tessaf f 3.5 or f 2.g tens,'inai
poqRur shutter (l to l/300 sec., B and T). The lens mount Oiarireiei ii
?s.l -f., the finder lens/2.8. The findei hood has an eye-levet rrimi
finder. Parallax is co^mpensated by reduction of fincler pilture. A lever
crank advances the film. One lever sets and releases fhe shutter by i
two-way action. The filst exposure is set in the red window, thereafter
by automatic counter. Push-on fi.lter and other attachments.

In 1933 this camera appeared with peep windows above the finder
fe,ls^.^In 1933, a 69.mm..f 2.9 ressar in a Compur Rapid shutter (l to
J/SOO sec., B and T) rep_laged the previous lens and shutter, and double
bayonet mount on both lenses was added in 1938. Ail these models
were discontinued in 1940.

The Rolleiflex 4x 4 of 1957 has a 60 mm. Xenar/3.5 lens in Synchro-
Compur exposure value shutter(l to l/500 sec., XM synchronis6d, with
self-timer). The finder hood incorporates an eye-level frame finder
and the shutter cannot be fired while-the hood is firlded. Film transport
is by winding knob on the right-hancl side; exposure countin-g is
automatic.

HANDLING THE ROLLEIFLEX
In order to simpli .fi th9 description and handling of the

Rgletfex_ camera without being confused by dffirenlyeatures
of individyal models, this guide has been dfirded into d general
section which applies to all Rolleiflex models w,hile the i'equirc-
ments and consequently dffirent handling of each modil are
found in the ('anrcre pages at the end of'lh; book

For convenience, a symbolic reference system is also used in the
gener_al section. Wherever the sign I appears, further details will be
found in the camera pages at the end of [6e book for each camera rype

Hotding
Hold the camera as steady as possible, as the slightest

shake, even if its effect is not visiute in the negativJ, will
become apparent in the enlargement. Always stand with
your legs apart for extra steadiness.

when wor.king with the reflex finder at chest-level, place
the camera_ in the palm of the right hand, with righi index
finger on the release on the front while thumb ano index
fing_e_1 of the left hand rest on the focusing knob.

When using the eye-level finder or pentaprism hold up the
camera so that the eye is level with the back sight in the
fo.cyslng-hood or the eyepiece of the prism. Grip the body
with both hands, pl acing the index finger of the iignt hani
on the release. Press the camera body against nose and
forehead to give it additional support.

To release the shutter, press the button with the right hand
index finger. Use finger pressure only, keeping ine grip
steady. The pressure must be slow and smooth. The slower
the exposure time, the smoother must be the release, as the
risk of camera shake is greater.

For slow speed exposures in the hand at chest-level, hold" the breath and release smoothly to avoid shake.
When using long exposures while holding the camera at

eye-level, rest the cam era against ome support, or at least

ll 12



I-IOLDI NG lean against something stable. In this way l/8 sec., or more,
can be risked without incurring camera shake.

A tripod is necessar.t'when taking exposures of li 15 sec.

or longer with the "delayed action release.

Carrying
However elegant it may be to carry the carnera on a iong

strap fronr the shoulder, this is quite unsuitable for quick
action. A better method is to carry it on a short strap around
the neck at chest-level-ready for work.

The ever-ready case enables tbe Rolleiflex to be used
without removing it and there is & holding screw which
prevents the camera from falling out.

The Retlex Finder
The reflex finder is a viewing-cum-focusing device. It

consists of a focusing screen on top of the camera, a plastic
screen incorporating millions of rninute refracting optical
elements. This gives an extremely bright image right to the
edges, and high colour brilliance, without any noticeable
pattern.- 

The 2tx2f Rolleiflex models since 1964 have a focusing
screen with split-image rangefinder centre, the two halves
of which are lined up to get sharp definition" This 'Rollei-
clear' screen can be fitted to some earlier moclels.

The irnage entering the camera through the finder lens is

reflected on to it by a mirror. This rellex irnage remains
visible even during and after the exposure.

Its purpose is first to show the exact picture area, and
secondly t0 help in getting the picture sharp on the hlm.

Yieu:ing
The picture on the screen appears upright but reversed

left to right. Movements are also revensed left to right.
To follow a moving object the camera must be turned
against the apparent movement. A finder hood extension is

available to keep stray light. fr:om the screen and so make-.
the image appear brighter.

On the Rolleiflex models since 1960 the focusing hood is

rsmovable and can be repiaced by an eye-level pentaprism

Left: Support and steadY the
camera with your right hand,
thumb on the release button,
while operating the focusing
knob"

The ideal bociy stance. Sling the
camera round your neck, suPport-
ing it against the chesr, and stand
with your feet sllghtly apart.

Right: The ever-r'eady case pro-
tects the camera, yet keeps it
instantly ready for use. The
special neck strap, pushed
through the eyelets of the camera
prorruding from the case, holds
the camera securely in its ever-
ready case as welt as providing a
steady support.

t3 1,4
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Thc hood of currcnt
Rolleiflex models is re-
movable on prcssing thc
two carches at thc sidc
(,cft). The hood can then
be lifted off and replaced
by a pentaprism unit for
eyc-level focusing and
viewing. To mount either
unit, plecc over thc
focusing 3crecn and slidc
forwrrd to makc thc
catchcs ontrtc.

THE ROLLEIFLEX FINDER SYSTE}T

left: The standard method of viewing wirh the Rotleiflex
is to look straight down on the ground glass screen in the
top of the camera. A large hinged magnifier in thc hood
swings out to enlarge the whole screen area. You can thus
iudge the image sharpness really accurately b. a2l

giving an upright and right-way-round image even if the
camera is turned sideways or upside down.

With the frame finder builr into the focusing hood you
can also tollow movement-it shows an upright and
right-way-round image. The frame finder of the Rolleiflex
(since 1950) has below its viewing eyepiece a second eye-
piece with a built-in magnifier. Using the lower eyepiece,
you can focus the image which is reflected by a mirror from
the ground glass and then, by slightly lifting the €y€, switch
over to the frame finder. This enables you to focus and view
at eye-level, if not simultaneously so, at least with a mini-
mum of time lag.

When using the frame finder, do not attempt to turn the
camera to the right or left away from the eye, nor try to
move the eye from the centre of the back sight. This
" spying round the corner " is deceptive, as only that
section will appear on the negative which you see in the
finder looking straight ahead with the eye close to and in
the centre of the opening.

Although one is likely to hold the camera reasonably level,
make sure that vertical lines of the picture run parallel with
the grid, or on earlier models with the sides of the focusing
screen frame. You can tilt the camera intentionally but see
that the effect does not look like an accidental tilt.
Parallax Cornpensation

All Rolleiflex models produced since 1937 have a mask
built into the camera below the focusing screen. This moves
automatically with the distance setting to compensate the
viewing error on the screen which would occur on account
of the different position of viewing and taking lens. Your
Rolleiflex is in consequence free from any parallax error
when using the reflex screen, either directly, or via the
pentaprism.

The frame finder, however, yields a view of its own as it views from
a point away from the lens. The greater the distance between the two,
the bigger the difference of this point of view, i e. the parallax. Parallax
hardly counts when viewing and taking something at a reasonable
distance, as the diffbrence of viewpoint rs negligible as compared with
the distance between carnera and subject.

l6
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But if we photograph anything at close quarters-take a portrait for
example-the parallax may show. The image as seen through the
frame finder may include all of, say, a hat worn by the subject of your
portrait, while quite a portion of it may be cut off in the picture taken.

So do not use the frame finder at close quarters. If you must use it,
make allowances by incltrding in the frame finder view a strip on the
top you can do without in the picture. That strip must be the wider
the closer you are to the subject.

Focusing
The second purpose of the reflex finder-obtaining the

best possible definitibn-is at the same time one of the
most important means to ensure good results.

The less experienced user of the reflex screen is apt to
accept, all too hastily, a seemingly sharp impression of
the image for satisfactory definition. There are, however,
different degrees of sharpness and you can make use of
these very differences to find the best possible setting.

Turn the focusing knob to and fro while observing how
the main object to be focused becomes more and more sharp
up to a point beyond which it will again lose definition.

At this "beyond" stage reverse the movement of the focus-
ing knob. Slowly narrow down the degree of to and fro
movement of the focusing knob until you unmistakably
arrive at the point of the very best definition.

You encircle, as it were, the point which you want abso-
lutely sharp by going over and over again its neighbourhood,
all of which will appear reasonably sharp. Before or beyond
the point of maximum definition the irnage still appears
sufficiently sharp, but do not be deceived by this fact-the
image is not good enough for enlarging.

When watching the screen at waist-level, swing the built-in
magnifying glass into position; this will help to check
critical sharpness. The camera is best raised near to the eye
when using the magnifier. When you have finished with it
lower it again, otherwise-with the rnagnifier in front of
the screen-you may get excellent definition, but may lose
sight of the picture as a whole. The magnifying lens can be
changed and users with defective eyesight can obtain
alternative lenses with correction of * 3 to-3 diopters,
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The frame finder cannot be used for focusing, apart from
the quick change arrangement of the models since 1950
(not on Rollei Magic, T and 4x4).

This procedure is unsuitable for photographing moving
subjects. Tha frame finder is, however, more-effeCtive with
zone focusing methods (p. 58). These ensure that all
subjects within a certain depth of field will be recorded
sharp. This last method of focusing is, in fact, preferable
to any other when dealing with rapidly moving subjects in
front of a reflex camera. It is almost impossible to catch
and shoot fast motion when you are looking down with
your attention fixed on the mirror that shows directions
and movement the wrong way round. With a frame finder,
it is quite easy to follow everything and keep the other eye
on the subject before it comes into the field of the finder.

Alternatively for action shots you can pre-focus the
camera at a distance at which the subject will be at a given
moment, or focus on a spot which the subject has to pass.

With subjects liable to react self-consciously 
-(e.g.

children), focus on some object which is the same distance
from the camera as your real subject, but in a different
direction. When the range is found, swing the camera round
and shoot.
Shooting a

Practise the following operations first with an empty
camera until you can do them practically automatically.
l. Work the film transport. This advances the film counter

and tensions the shutter.
2. Set the exposure. Adjust the shutter for the right amount

of light for the subject conditions (p. 3l). On Rolleiflex
models with built-in photo-electric exposure meter, the
meter indicates the setting or even sets the controls.

3. Select the aperture-speed combination you want to use;
smaller aperture for greater depth of field (p. 3 l) or faster
speed to arrest movement (p. 39).

4, Focus and determine the picture area to obtain a sharp
picture and the view you want.

5. Release the shutter gently.
18
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LOADING AND TJNLOADING
The Rollcifler uses the standard size 120 rollfilnr. [t gives

12 exposurcs 2]r2f in. (6x6 cm.). Thc Rolleiflex 4x1
uses the size 127 rollfrlnr for l2 exposures I $ x lf in.
(4 x 4 cm.). The sc are filrn spools which are loaded into
the camera in daylight. A voici loading or unloading the
can-rera in brilliant sunlight. Choose a shady spot or do itin the shadow of your own body if nothing better is
available.

Loading
l. 9p.n the camera back by holding the camera upside

down, turn the safety lock with arrow engraved ori it in
the direction of the arrow. Then press the projecting
end of the- latch away from camera body. Now g.ip ttre
back. panei by the two side nipples and pull up.

It is important to check that the two position pressure
lock has the inscription n'21 x 2t" visible below ihe film
pressure plate in the side of the back panel u'hen rollfilrn
is used. If a 35 mnl. filrn has previously been used and
the pressure lock shows " 1 x I *", press the pressure plate
a_gainst the canrera back and push it up r.rntil it siops.
When released it must spring forward into its norrnal
position.

?. Insert the film. The empty spool in the bottom chamber
has to be transferred into the top chamber. Full out the
spring-knob on the camera side wall and turn it a little,
so that it locks in the out position. Remove the empty
spg.ol and insert it into the top chamber. For this purpose,
pull out the spring knob of top chamber, and tuin to
fix it in the open position. Place the ernpty spool with
the grooved end towards the filrn transport into the top
chamber sg _that the groove e ngages in the film transpoit
cross bar. Now allow the spring catch to spring back by
turning it back into its original position: this witt engagl
the ernpty spool in the chamber.

Insert the roll of film in the bottom chamber after
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LOADI NG

Top row: Unlock;rnd open back latch.(/eft); open back and insert empty spool in take-up charnirer(centre);turn cranl< ro make the wide slot in spool face outwards (right).
Secand row: lnsert full spgcl of film in the feed chamber (/eft); feed end of backing paper through thefeeler rollers (ccntre); pull papen over picture aperture and thread inro the take-ip spool slot (rrght).
Third row: On Roi!e.iflex.T, Roll.ei Magrc ll, 4 x 4 and early models without feeler rollers. draw bacxrngpaPer offJeed spool an.d thread straight into take-up spool slot (/efr); on model T and Roltei Magic lllwind until arrows on .backing paper are opposite mar'ks on the'fiim'channel (cerrtre); on all -.i.r*tr,tighten backing paper by windirrg rhe fitm siightly (right).
Bottom row: Close and lock camera back (/eft); wind on untilfiim counter shows No. I (right).
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UNTOADI NG

Top left: When all twelve exposures have been taken, the crank can be turned freely. Wind off che
cnd of the paper on ro rhe take-up spool. On the Rolleiflex 4 x 4 turn the winding knob.

Top right: Unlock and open the latch, swing open the camera back.

Eottom left: Remove the full nke-up spool from the camera, taking care not to unroll the film.

Bottorn right: Close tho camera or rcload with a new film.

breaking the seal so that the poinJ.d end of the ba*ing
paper points upwards towards the empty spool. Turn
back the spring knob, it will engage and hold the roll of
film in its correct position.

Draw the paper end between the two feeder rollers
over the film aperture to the empty take-up spool. trnsert
the wedge-shaped end of the paper into the wide slot of
the take-up spool.

3. Close the camera by pushing the back panel against the
camera body until the latch engages. Now turn safety
lock back against the direction of the arrow engraved
there.

4. Get the filrn ready for the first exposure by cranking the
film handle until it comes to a definite stop shortly after
& slight resistance has been overcome. Now turn the
handle anti-clockwise back to the stop and fold it over
into rest position. The film counter will have set itself
autometically, showing No. I in the window.

5. Set the film speed and type"

Unlooding
After all 12 exposures have been taken, the filrn transport

can be cranked freely. The film counting window shows a
white circle in place of a number.
l. Wind off the paper by turning the crank five times.
2. Open the camera back.
3. Remove the exposed film, then close camera back or

reload with a new film.

2l
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FILMS AI\.ID FILTERS

There are two kinds of films available for the Rolleiflex:
black-and-white and colour.

Black.antd-White Film
This produces a negative in which the colours and bright-

ness range of the subject are translated into black and white.
From it, prints or enlargements on paper (or, in special
cases, black-and-white transparencies) can be made.

The black-anGwhite film used normally is panchromatic,
that means that it is sensitive to all colours. There is a choice
of several types differing mainly in sensitivity as well as
certain other characteristics. "\,

SLOW FILMS are of low sensitivity, requiring compara-
tively great exposurg. Their main advantage is the extremely
fine grain, permitting a high degree of enlargement without
its granular structure becoming unpleasantly visible. Such
films also yield images of the greatest sharpness. On the
other hand, these slow films are not very suitable for cciping
with fast movement in other than exceptionally good light-
iog, nor for general work in poor light. Such films are rated
at 32-80 ASA or 16-20 DIN.

MEDIUM SPEED FILMS still yield a, reasonably fine
grain with good gradation. They are the most suitable
material for all-round photography, other than in poor
light. These films are rated at 8f 160 ASA or 2V23 DIN.

FAST FILMS with somewhat coarser grain (still accept-
able for reasonable degrees of enlargement) will cope with
most light conditions including poor light and interiors in
favourable conditions. This is the right film for the photo-
grapher who wants to be prepared for the unusual, to arrest
fast movement with high shutter speeds, as well as shots in
poor light. The speeds are 20G400 ASA or 2L27 DIN.

ULTRA FAST FILMS are primarily intended for high-
speed sports shots in dull weather, interior snapshots in poor
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light, night photography and ill-lit stage pictures. These
films are specialist types for conditions where normal
r^aterials are totally inadequate. They should not be used
for general photography. The high speed is achieved at some
cost in definition and graininess. Speed ratings range from
500-1600 ASA or 28-33 DIN.

The above speed figures are based on the latest ASA Standard for
film speeds (and on the BS and DIN Standards under revision).
These figures, when used on the exposure meter, give minimum
correct exposures, to make the most of the versatility of the film and
of the image quality. They are also the figures quoted by most film
manufacturers. Sometimes films are, however, still rated according to
earlier standards which in effect incorporated a generous safety factor
against underexposure-by the simple process of overexposing films
about 100 per cent (well within the exposure latitude of most black-
and-white films). So you may conre across films apparently only half
as fast as others of similar type, because of this difference in ratings.
The table on p. 70 indicates the current film speeds to be used
with the exposure meter, even if the film packing gives a lower rating.

This applies to black-and-white negative materials only; speed rating
methods have not changed for colour films.

There is a wide range of different makes of films in all
speeds on the market. Their characteristics, apart from
speed, vary slightly from make to make. It is safe to say that
all well-known brands are reliable and good. The best film
is the one you are used to. Professional photographers and
advanced amateurs may find one or the other characteristics
of a particular make-i.e., its gradation, granular structure,
acutance, etc.-of particular value for specific jobs.

Colour Film
These films produce an image in colour after appropriate

processing, corresponding directly or indirectly to the
natural colours of the subject. From the practical point of
view, colour film is as easy to use as black-and-white film
but needs a little more care in exposure. Processing is more
complex and is often carried out by the film-maker or
specially appointed processing laboratories.

There are two basic types of colour film: reversal and
negative.
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FILM SPEED, CONTRAST, GRAIN, RESOLVING POWER
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Colour Reaersal Filrn
This produces a colour transparency on the actual film

exposed in the camera. This transparency held up to the
light shows a positive image with all parts of the subject in
their original colclurs. It can be viewed in a suitable trans-
parency viewer with a magnifier or it can be projected in a
slide projector to give a large and brilliant picture on a

screen.
There is little doubt that the projected image is the most

natural and best for showing colour.
Although the colour transparency is an end product" it

can still be used to make:
(a) duplicate positive colour transparencies,
(b) a black-and-white negative which can then be used to

produce black-and-white prints or enlargements,
(c) a colour negative for making colour prints ancl enlarge-

ments, as from colour negative film (described below),
(d) direct colour enlargements on colour reversal paper.

Colour prints on paper invariably show a loss of colour
quality as compared with the original positive transparency.

For correct colour rendering, colour reversal films have
to be carefully matched to the light by which they are to be
exposed. Accordingly, most makes are available in two or
more of the following types:
(a) daylight colour film (type D or T) which will give correct

colour reprcuduction in daylight or with blue-tinted flash
bulbs,

(D) artificial light type colour film which will give correct
rcndering by photoflood illumination (type A or K),
or high-power tungsten light,

(c) artificial light type colour film (type B) which will give
correct rendering with the high-power studio lamps.

Colour films rnade for one kind of light may otlen be used
under different light conditions with the aid of a conversion
filter as recommended by the manufacturer.

Different makes of colour fi.lm may yield transparencies
of a slightly different characteristic colour quality, colout
saturation and colour contrast. Which you prefer ls very
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much a matter of personal taste, and you can only bc
recommended to try various makes to find the one which
suits you best.

Colour Negatioe Filrn
On processiog, this produces a colour negative which

shows a negative image of the subject in its complementary
colours€.g., blue appears yellow, red appears blue-green,
and so on. These colours may sometimes be hidden under
an overall orange or reddish tint.

The main purpose of the colour negative is the production
of colour piints on paper. The quality is generally higher
than that obtained from a positive transparency.

From the colour negative you can make:
(a) any number of colour prints in varying sizes,
(D) direct black-and-white prints or enlargements, in the

same way as from a black-and-white negative.
(c) positive colour transparencies for viewing or projection.

Most colour negative films are suitable for exposure by
any type of light-r.g., daylight, flash or photofloods. The
ne@ssary adjustment of the colour rendering is carried out
during the printing stage. Manufacturers sometimes recom-
mend conversion filters even with colour negative films.
These mainly serve to simplify the subsequent correction
needed in printing.

Colour Filrn Spee&
The majority of colour fihns, reversal and negative, are

rated between 25 and 80 ASA or l5-20 DIN, corresponding
to a slow to medium speed for black-and-white material. A
few films go up to 160 ASA or more for poor light con-
ditions.

As with black-and-white films, the slower types tend to
yield improved image detail, especially with negative colour
film, while the fastest emulsions may show slightly reduced
colour saturation and image sharpness.
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The Choice of Colour Filrn
Making your choice between colour reversal or negative

fi.lm (in spite of the various uses that can be made of either
type of material) remains an individual question.

First there is the way you want to see thc result, as a
colour print or as a colour transparency. The print has no
doubt much to commend itself. It is easily shown, stored
and carried about. The transparency calls for the aid of a
viewer or projector.

Next, the cost of a colour print is about three times that
of the transparency. This may at times be mitigated by the
fact that from unsuitable negatives no colour prints need
or can be made. The transparency user, however, has
additional outlay in the form of a viewer or projector with
screen (in most cases both).

Rolleiflex transparencies made on size 120 film need
projecting in a large-size projector which takes 2t x2l in.
slides. Alternatively, you can cut down the transparency to
fit 2x2 in. miniature slide frames (18 x l$ in. super slides).
Certain Rollei models (r) can yield l8 x I $ in. transparen-
cies directly. With the Rolleikin outfit and 35 mm. film
you get 24 x 36 mm. transparencies for mounting in 2 X 2 in.
standard frames.

A final point to consider is the quality. The transparency
will record each colour and its brilliance in full. Held to the
light or projected on a screen, the brightness range, which
may be 100:1, is fully or almost fully retained. It shows
colours brilliant with great depth and realism. The colour
print can at its best only reflect four-fifths of the light falling
on it and even the darkest tones reflect about one-twentieth
to one-tenth, so that the full range is no more than 16 : 1.
While the colour print is, by necessity, duller than the
transparency, it is only fair to say that the eye soon adjusts
itself to the reduced brightness range, and subjects without
great contrasts will be very satisfying.

From the point of view of convenience, reversal film has
the advantage that it directly gives finished colour pictures
of high quality and is still capable of producing colour prints
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as well. For the maximum versatility and control in print
making, however, negative film is superior.

Filters fo, Black-and,-White Filrr-
By its nature, a black-and-white film 9?l -only translate

colour values of the subject into tones of lighter or darker
grey. Mostly these correspond_fairly closgly to the brightness
of ine colours, but do not, of course, differentiate between
them. In certain cases the difference between the brightness
of two colours may be so slight that both record in almost
the same tone of grey.

There a filter helps by modifying the depth of one or the
other colour, and so making it show up lighter or darker
than it would normally.

The commonest example is the blue sky in a landscape,
with white clouds. The blue is so brilliant (and the film is

often excessively sensitive to it) that the clouds do not show
up against it. By putting a yellow 

- 
filter in front of the

cameia lens we can subdue or "hold back" the blue, so

making it record darker in the final print. We can evel go

furthei and over-emphasize the effect progressively with an
orange or red filter; these darken the blue so much that +"he

sky looks almost black for a leaJly dramatic effect.
The same considerations hold for other filter effects. For

instance, the film renders a red rose in the same tone of grey
as the green leaves of the ross bush. With the colour con-
trast gone, the rose disappears in its surroundtlgl. A green
filter makes the rose darker and the leaves lighter; con-
versely, a red filter will show up the rose 

-aP .light against
dark 

-foliage. 
Scientifically, both filters falgify the tone

rendering, but produce a more acceptable p-ictorial resulL
Irr all ihese cases a filter lightens objects of its own colour

and darkens objects of its complementart- colour. Apart from
isolated instances in pictorial photography, such contrast
control is very valuable in copying and scientific work (e.9.,
photomicrography).- All filters-cul out some part of the light and thus, as a
compensation, an increase in exposure time is necessary
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when using them. This is stated on most filters in the forrn
of a filteafactor indicating by how much (e.9., 2 times,
3 times) the exposure must be increased with that filter.
The factors are approximate for they depend not only 9n
the nature of the filter but also on the exact colour sensitivity
of the film and on the colour of the pre\ ailing light.

Filters fo, Colour Filrn
The normal yellow, orange and other filters for black-

and-white film must never be used with colour films as they
would glve the colour picture a strong overall colour tint.

In daylight and with daylight type film,_only a-!* filter
is requiied-. It is almost colourless but for a slight straw
tinge. It is usefully employed on hazy-4"yt ?nd in high
altiiudes to avoid excessive bluishness of the colour picture,
especially with distant landscaP€s, seascapes and near water.
This filt6r does not call for any change in exposure. It is

also useful for colour photography with electronic flash
as it produces somewhat warmer tones.

Tha Planar, Xenotar, Sonnar and Distagon lenses have
the inherent characteristics of the haze filter, so that no
such filter needs to be used with these lenses.

Conversion filters are used if a colour film, balanced for
one type of light, should be used in another type of light.

The Pobrizing Sereen

Highly-polished subjects may reflect glarg w.hich obscures
the detail.-This can be overcome by the polarizing screen.

It has the special property of suppressing so-called
"polarized" light. Light -reflections from glass, china,
enamel, polished wooden surfaces, water, to a. large-extent
are pol aiized and can, therefore, be almost extinguished by
placing the polarizing filter in proper position over the lens.- 

The-filter- must bs rotated in front of the finder lens to
find out its best position and then transferred to the camera
lens in this position. The filter has a 3 x factor.

The polarizing screen is, in eddition, particularly useful
in colour photography where it darkens a blue sky.
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EXPOSURE

Exposure means-to expose the film in your camera to
light. The dose of light any film needs to produce the right
sort of image depends on how sensitive that film is to light.
A fast film is more sensitive than a slow film.

Once yo.ur choice of film is se_ttled, the basic condition of
exposure is settled with it. You are now left with the
problem of scaling the light you find in front of your camera
to the amount your film needs.

Your job is to jud.ge the light reflected from the subject
you are about to photograph. Your grandfather as an
amateur photographer used to take into account his geo-
graphical position, the time of the year, the hour of the duy,
the state of the sky, as weltr as the tone of the subject itself,
and by so adding one thing to another size up- the lighi
reflected from the subject. The experienced professional, of
course, hardly ever worked that way. He just had a look
and he knew.

Today a light meter or exposure meter does the same for
any photographer. It takes a look, it measures the light and
it lets you know.

In fact, it does more than that. It translates the light
measured straight into terms of photographic exposure. It
does so by presenting you with the choice of aperture
numbers and shutter speeds, sorting them out in pairs.

Aperture otd Speed
The aperture nurnber or f stop controls the amount of

light allowed to enter thrgqgq lh9 ]e$. These numbers run
in a series: 2-2.8+5.G8-l l-16-22. Each higher stop
number lets through half the light of the next lower number
(next larger stop).

The shutter speed controls the length of time for which
the lens is kept open to light. Shutter speed figures represent
fractions of a second:2: * second,4 : L second . . .
500 : l/500 second.

The actual exposure is a product of these two: "how
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much" and "how long". A large amount of light striking
the film for a short time may produce an image similar to
that produced by a small amount of light striking the film
for a lbn$ time. *Ience the free choice from a series of
balanced aperture-shutter combinations offered by your
exposure meter: more or less open apertures paired with
more or less quick shutter speeds, and more or less stopped
down apertures paired with more or less slow shutter speeds.

Cameras of recent vintage combine these pairs, made up
of aperture stops and shutter speeds, into single figures which
are then called exposure values or light values. Once you
set the exposure value suggested by the exposure meter both
the aperture and the shutter speed move up and down in
step against each other, and so keep the resulting exposure
right at every combination.

With exposure meters built into the camera and coupled
to cross-linked aperture-speed controls you set the right
exposure without looking up the number either on the
meter or the camera. You set the exposure visually by fol-
lowing the swing of the needle in the meter and matching
it with a pointer or a circle on the spot where the needle
comes to rest.

Certain shutters (e.9. Prontormat) are linked to the ex-
posure meter in such a way that the meter automatically
selects and sets a correct aperture-speed combination an
instant before release. In that case, no choice of alternative
settings is available; simpler operation is obtained at some
sacrifice of versatility. This applies to Rollei-Magic I but
not the Model II.
Choosing the Combinotion

But whether you work out the rigbt exposure from an
elaborate table or chart;

whether you are presented with a series of exposure
values or pairs of aperture figures and shutter speeds;

whether you just set the exposure to the point shown by
the needle in your meter;

you still have one decision to face: which aperture-shutter
combination to choose for any given shot. Paradoxically
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EXPOSURE VALUES enough, they all are right yet one is better than the other
Why should it be so ?
Because both the aperture and the shutter also have

secondary functions and effects.
The aperture not only controls the amount of light that

is allowed to pass the lens-it also has a bearing on how
much of the image will be sharp.

The shutter, in controlling the length of time
the light strikes the film, will inevitably record
ment that happened during that time as a slight
blur.

So you are left with three things to think of:
How fast is the action you want to catch ?

How much of the scene in front of the lens
sharp ?

Is the light good enough to go by either ?

If there is fast action you have to choose and pre-set an
appropriately fast shutter speed (p. 39) and then pair it with
the stop you get by the cross-coupled controls or from your
rneter.

If the scene is to be sharp from a point close to the lens
to some other point well away from it, you should choose
the stop that will yield the necessary riepth of field (p. a0)
and then pair it with the shutter speed necessary for the
cclrrect exposure.

If the light is very poor, the chances are that you may not
be able to cope with either extremely fast or particularly
deep subjects.

Yet your choice in putting shutter speed or depth of field
first should still be governed by what you value rnost ahout
the picture you propose to take.

Exposure nowadays is no problcm at all. You can arrive
at the right exposure by guessing it, measuring it, or just
leaving it to the camera. But to hit it off in such a w&y that
it will produce the picture you want is still a matter of
intelligent judgment. Only the fully automatic shutter
relieves you even of this decision (with some sacrifice o f
versatility).

@ffim
@ffir ffi
@ffiru
@ffiffi
ffiffi=l W

for which
any move-
or greater

has to be
The exposure value system works bY
assigning a single setting, one of a series
of plain numbers, to the exposure. A low
exposure value corresponds to a great
exposure, progressively higher exposure
values correspond to correspondingly
decreased exposures. Thus, ifan exposure
value of l2 yields a correctly exposed
negacive, settings of I I or l0 yield over-
exposed negatives, sertings of l3 on l4
under-exposed ones. Every exposure
value yields double the exposure (twice
as much light reaching the film) o{
the next higher value, and half the
exposure obtai ned with the next lower
value. Inrermediate settings are also
possible. On Rollei cameras with expo-
sure value scale the exposure values are
set eicher on one of the setting wheels of
the camera, or in a special window, or on
a ring on the side of the viewfinder lEns
or taking lens.

Every exposu!e value corresponds to a
series of apertrlre and shutter speed
combinations, each combination yielding
the same exposure. Thus an exposure
val ue of 12 would coYer settings of
f ,/250 second at f4, lll?-5 second at f5 5,
I /o0 second at f8, and so on. The aperture
and speed controls of an exposure-value
shutter are cross-coupled so that setring
a slower shucter speed at the sanre rime
stops down the lens accordingly, and
setting a larger aperture in turn adiusts
the shutter speed to keep the exposure
constant. rioco6$gr
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Time Erpotttrct
When the light is very weak, especially when you have to

use a small stop, even the slowest shutter speed may be too
short. In that case, you need time exposures. Set the shutter
to B and press the release button. The shutter now remains
open for any length of time until you let go of the release
button.

For such time exposures, the camera must be mounted
on a firm support such as a tripod.

It is safest to release the shutter with the help of a cable
release to avoid shaking the camera. This release screws into
the release button.

For long time exposures, where the shutter is to rem ain
open for longer than you can conveniently keep the release
depressed, use a cable release with a lock. To make the
exposure set the shutter to B, press the cable release plunger
with the locking plate lifted. The shutter will now remain
open until the locking plate is depressed. On cable releases
with locking screws, tighten the screw on pressing the
plunger and undo the screw to close the shutter.

The Self-tirner
The Rolleiflex carries a delayed-action release or self-

timer. This is controlled by the same lever as the flash
synchronization. When you press the release button with
the self-timer in operation, the shutter only goes off after a
delay of 8-10 seconds and you have time to ta\e your plage
in your own picture. The camera must, of course, be
mounted on a tripod.

Using on Erpotu?e Meter
To get the best results an exposure meter has to be used

intelligently. This may look like a contradiction, since we
have already said that it is an accurate light-measuring in-
strument. But light from all parts of the subject-highlights,
shadows and middle tones-falls on the meter, so the reading
it gives us is an average one for the whole subject area.

Meters are scaled to suit typically average subjects- i.e.,
subjects with average areas of light, dark and middle tones.
So if you point the meter at a subject of this ,kind, the
exposure reading will be correct.

But if the subject is not average-if there are large high-
light areas and little shadow, or large shadow areas with
few highlights-then you have to modify the exposure
reading to obtain the best results.

So there is more to using a meter than just pointing it at
the subject and accepting without que3tion the reading
indicated.

The usual method of using a meter is to point it directly
at the subject. This gives the correct exposure reading pro-
vided the subject has an average mixture of highlights,
shadows and middle tones. But if there is a large bright area,
or a large dark area, the best method is to go near to the
main subject and take a close-up reading. For example, if
the subject is a figure against a white or dark background,
by going closer you will reduce the amount of background
affecting the meter and therefore get a reading in terms of a
more average subject, which is what you want.

For some subjects you can take a reading from really
close up, aiming the meter at the part of the subject that you
want to make sure has optimum exposure. For instance,
many photographers take a close-up reading of the sitter's
face in portraiture; out of doors you can take the reading
from the back of your hand instead of going up to the
subject.

If you cannot go close up to a subject that needs a close-up
reading, then try to find something near at hand that is
similar in tone to the subject and take a reading from this.

When taking readings of general scenes including a good
deal of sky, you have to tilt the meter down slightly to
reduce the area of sky "seen" by the meter. The sky is a
bright highlight, and by tipping the meter down to exclude
some of it, the subject becomes "average" in tone range.

Open views, such as distant landscapes, usually have very
light shadows, so you can give a shorter exposure ttran the
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For normal readings point the camera
with the exposure meter at the subiect
by observing the latter on the screen.
With ourdoor scenes point the camera
slightly downwards to exclude excessively
bright sky areas,

For more accurate readings, especially of
figures againsc a yery light or very dark
background, go close to the subject so
that the meter takes in just the subject
itself

With very contrasting subjects with un-
predictable proportions of very bright
and very dark areas, take separate
close-up readings of the light and dark
parts. The cnrrect exposure is a mean of
the two.

For incident-light readings-especially
with colour film-point the camera wirh
the meter from the subiect towards
the camera position to be used for the
exposure. For chis reading fit the
diffusing screen supplied with che
camera over the exposure meter cell.
With a separate exposure meter there is
of course no need to carry the camera
around for such incident-light readings.

,1,,,,r,r:,
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EXPOSURE METER MEASUREMENT meter indicates. It is usual to give half the exposure-
i.e., use double the shutter speed, or use one stop smaller.

INCIDENT LIGHT MEASUREMENT. Another
method of assessing exposure is to measure the strength of
the light falling on the subject instead of that reflected by it.
But if you point the meter straight at the light you get a much
higher reading than if you point it at the subject. So the
ligbt has to be cut down for the meter to indicate the correct
exposure. This is done by fitting a white diffuser supplied
with the meter over the honeycomb cell. The diffuser
is designed to reduce the light by just the right amount.
It also serves another irilportant purpose, and this is to
ensure that the meter includes all the light falling on the
subject over an angle of ahnost a full 180".

The incident light method is particularly useful for
reversal colour films, and for subjects with contrasty
backgrounds when it is impossible 

" to take a close-up
reading.

To take a reading, the method is simply to turn your back
on the subject and point the meter in exactly the opposite
direction. If the main light-say the sun-is coming from
the side, don't just partly turn round and point the meter at
this; turn round completely, and let the main light strike the
meter at the same angle at which it strikes the subject.

If the light on the s[bject is different from that on yourself
at the camera position (say if the subject is in the shade,
and you are in the sun), you must then go up to the subject
and take the readiog, pointing the meter towards the camera
position.

AGAINST THE LIGHT subjects are extreme cases of
non-average tone range. The main lightrng becomes a very
bright hightight in the field of view, so if you point the meter
straight at the subject it will indicate too short an exposure
and give you a silhouette effect in the final picture.

This is all right if you want a silhouette. But if you want
correct exposure for the subject, you should either take a
close-up reading, or take a reflected light reading from the

\r:;:.:;:;
l:.:':,:
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camera position and glve four to eight times the exposure
indicated.

col-ouR FILMS have little exposure latitude, so parti-
cularly careful reading is advisable. The meter is used in the
same way as for black-and-white films.

Because of the importance of the highlights, if you are
llsing a meter from the camera position for an against-the-
light shot, it is best only to double the reading, and not
multiply it four to eight times as recommended 

-for 
black-

and-white negative films.

Shutter Spee& ord Mbaernent
The actual shutter speed you need within a series of

available aperture combinations is governed by con-
siderations of camera steadiness as well as of 

-subject

movement.
An unsteady camera hold results in camera shake. Even

the slightest shake will result in inferior definition of the
negative. Practical experience goes to show that I ll25 sec.
is safe, while you have to hold the camera particularly
steady when using I lffi or l/30 sec. Where lighting conditions
make even longer exposure times essential and-there is no
subject movement, either support the camera on a tripod
or look round for extra support for your elbows and hands

-e.9. a wall, lgiling, etc.
The shutter speed required to arrest movement depends

of course primarily on the speed with which the subject
moves. Remember, however, that parts of the subject (e.g.
the legs of a runner) may move faster than the subject as a
whole; you may sometimes have to compromise and show
such parts slightly unsharp. Often that is not a serious fault,
as sligbt blurring-provided the main part of the subject is
sharp-helps to emphasize the impression of movement.

Other factors to consider are the distance of the subject-
the farther away, the less noticeable the movement blur; the
focal length of the lens-a long-focus lens in effect brings
the subject nearer; and the direction of the movement.
Objects moving across your field of view blur more than if
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thgy are approaching or receding.
The most convenient way of ailowing for all these factors

is wirh the aid of a simple table (p. 49).

Aperture ond Depth of Field

^w-hen 
you focus the camera on a given object, the image

of that object will be lga,lly sharp on th; fiim. Thinls
nearer or farther away- yill- be gradually less and less sharf,
until they- are noticeably bluried. Th6 range of distancii
over which objects-are ltlll acceptably sharp, before you do
notice the loss of definition, is linown as tlie depth df field.

. .. You can control the extent of this sharp zon€ by the lens
aperture. As-yog stop down the lens, the zone of iharpness
grows in both directions; as you open up the lens, its aepth
decreases.

You can obtain the actual zone of sharpness at various
apertures and distances from depth tables, but in practice
the most convenient way is to use the depth of fieid indi-
cator. This exists in two types. On some Rolleiflex models
it it .q special scale of aperture numbers marked opposite
the distance scale. There are two sets of such numbers
from the largest stop ("f 2.8) to the smalles t (f 22) on each
side of the focusing index (the mark that'-indicates the
distance to which you have set the lens).

St qoy distance setting, the distance figures opposite each
pair of aperture nunrbers on the depth of field sbite give the
near and far limits of sharpness. For example, at I dft. you
Tay find the-two stop values 5.6 on the scalit tt5.6) opposite
about 8 and l1 ft.-so you have a sharp zone froii g to
I I fl Al _.f 2.9, the distances opposite the stop values z.g
Tay be 9| and l0_| ft. respectively ; at .f I I you might get a
sharp zone frorn 7 ft. to l5 ft.

You will also notice that the depth of field is greater at
far distances than at near ones. At 5 ft. and -f s.6-the sharp
zone olly covers from about 4l to 5fr ft.-l-ess than l| fi.
altog.ethel -19?nsr nearly : ft.-at the l0 ft. setting.

Other Rolleiflex models have an automatic dept[ of field
indicator consisting simply of an extending rinite strip.
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DEPTH OF FIELD This is coupled to the aperture control and directly shows
the near anO far limits of sharpness without reference to
aperture numbers.

Two more points on dePth of field.
First, the dipth obtained depends also on the fr"rcal length

of the lens. Short focus lenses yield nlore depth and tele
lenses less depth. As the lens of the Rolleifler is fixecl we can
ignore this point.- Secondly, the sharp zones obtained by the indicator or
tables are based on a somewhat arbitrary assum ption of
how much blurring is acceptable. So depth of field data for
different cameras with the same lens rna)' not always agree,

and you are also quite safe in rounding off figures ohtained
from such data. And if you intend to make really. big
enlargements from your negatives, yoq caq usc strtcter
stand?rds of sharpniss by simply stopping down tl:* lens

by one stop.

Zone Focasing
With action subjects and similar occasions where ypy

want to shoot quickly, determinirlg siiarp zones. evell with
the depth of field indicator rryastes too much time. There
you ne^ed prepared settings coverlng given near and mecliunr

distaure ranges that ycu can easily rnernorize and s*t on th*
camera. ThJfocusing zone tabie (p. a7) gives such settings;
then you only have to worry ai:out keeping the sr.rbject

rvithin that zone while you slaoot"
With landscapes ancl views you sometimes need deptlt

f rorn infinity to ilie nearest possible point. Thrus by stopp:ng
down to -f l-l and focilsing on 25 ft. you get a really extenelecl

zone fiom infinity do.,rn'n to about 12 ft" tsut don't use this
setting if you want the maximutn sharpness in the f*r
distanq:e ; in that case focus on infinity ( co).

rw
| /.-5\ |

15 20 30 60.*
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FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY
Flash is an efficient light source where no or insufficient

daylight is available such as at night, indoors, etc. In the
flashlight you carry your own private "sun" with which you
can illuminate your subject or scene at any time and place.

THE FLASH BULB is similar to a small electric bulb.
However, when current passes through it, it lights up in an
intense flash lasting usually about ll40 to l/60 sec. Each
bulb will flash only once and has to be discarded afterwards.

The flash bulb is inserted in a flash gun and the current of
the battery fires the bulb,.while a reflector fixed behind the
bulb makes sure that all the light is directed towards the
subject. Most flash guns incorporate a capacitor unit which
increases the reliability of firing, even when the battery is
n^arly exhausted. The shutter speed, provided it is slower
trran I /50 sec., has no erfect on exposure, since the flash is
shorter than the exposuie time.

Popular-size flash bulbs are now being made only in the
blue-tinted variety. These can be used for black-and-white
or colour (negative or reversal) photography. either as the
sole light source or as fill-in lighting by daylight. Clear
glass bulbs used to be recommended for negative colour
fiLms but this is no longer the case.

ELECTRONIC FLASH UNITS utilize the discharge of
a high-tension capacitor through a flash tube. The power is
derived from an accumulator or battery (there are also
models working from the mains electricity supply). The
electronic flash outfit is rather bigger and heavier than the
flash bulb outfit, its comparative light output equals a small
flash bulb and its initial cost higher. On the other hand,
anything from 10,000 to 25,000 flashes are obtained from
one tube. The flash duration is extremely short.(l/700 to
I /2000 sec.) and will arrest the fastest movements. The cost
of an individual exposure is negligible.

Electronic flash is suitable for black-and-white and
negative colour film and also for daylight type, reversal
colour films. It can also be used for fill-in lighting by
daylight.
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How to use Flo,sh
The Rolleiflex shutters are internally synchronized for use

with flash bulbs and electronic flash. The cable from the
flash gun is plugged into the flash socket of the camera.
On releasing the shutter, an electric circuit is automatically
closed through the flash socket, setting off the flash at this
moment.

The shutters of the Rollei-Magic II, earlier Rolleiflex
models and Rolleiflex T since 197 | have a non-adjustable
flash contact which has the characteristics of the X-syn-
chronization described below. On all other shutters the
synchronizing lever can be set to X or M

The Rolleiflex models prior to 1950 are not synchronized
for flash but they can be fitted with an internal flash contact
and are then handled as explained for X synchronization.

WITH THE SYNCHRONIZING LEVER SET TO X
the shutter closes the flash circuit at the moment when the
blades are fully open. Therefore, electronic flash is syn-
chronized at any shutter speed to I /300 or I i 500 sec. This
setting may also be used with flash bulbs with short firing
delay (i.e. bulbs which require only 4-6 milliseconds-
thousands of a second) to reach the peak of their light
output with the shutter set to I /60 sec. With other bulbs,
the fastest usable speed is I /30 sec.

WITH THE SYNCHRONIZING LEVER SET TO M
the shutter closes the flash circuit I G l8 milliseconds before
the shutter blades open to allow for the firing delay of most
average flash bulbs. This setting is suitable for normal flash
bulbs at all speeds up to I /300 or I /500 sec. The M-setting
will not synchronize electronic flash or short-delay bulbs.

WITH THE SYNCHRONIZING LEVER SET TO V
(not on Rollei-Magic II and early Rolleiflex models) the
delayed action release for self-portraits is brought into
action. At the same time the shutter works with X-synchro-
nization. This means that you can work with delayed action
and flash at X-synchronization; delayed action with
M-synchronization is not possible. (Many earlier Rolleiflex
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FI-ASH EXPOSURES

lt'!odern filoiit:i modrls have a syrichronriling lerer to select dirfercnt t,\'pi:s of flash synchr*nization.
Wirh che lt:ver set to th{- syrnbol of a ligl'rtning '.'l.isir, t.ht: rarrrera is ryncltronized for ciectrcnrcflash at
all shLitter speeds, or f3r flash bulbs u"p ro !"-iC srjr.ond. When se{ io rhe iyrnbol o{ a flash bi.rlb,
all speeds upto ir500 secorrcj can be useC v, ita fiash buibs, but not with electronic flash" i'lovin-g- the
lever to V tensions the self-timer (page 35). J'r: nrove th€ ir.v€r pull out the burtton at the r"'nd frrst"
The fiash cable from the ffash gun"plugs into the socket on rhe carnera (right), a lock holds the plug
securely in posieion. -fo releise rhe L'rlr.rg, pull the lever surrounding the socket( right).

models have a separate self-timer $ysterlx which is iniJepen'

dent of flash synchronization.)

Exporr* re Gu.ide Nwrnbers
There is a convenient way of working out exposures with

flash, and this is by means r.rf a guide number. Wh.*n Y9u
buy ilash bi:lbs you will ahvays find the guide numt er for
any speectr of fil:n printed on the packet.

to^ find the correct ftperture to usee div icie the guide

nurnber by the distance between the ffash and the sr'lbject.
For instarice, suppose yol.t find that the guii-lr ltumber of
the bulb vrith the film in use rs i 60. lf you then want. to take
a photograph &t a rJistanc* of i0 fJ" froln the suh.iect, Civiclt
I 60 -,- t O -=' t 0. Therefore, the correct elperture to {.ls'j ir;

f 16. Alternatively, if you want to use an apertr:re^*f "f I {qr
any reason, then the correct finsh distance is I 60-.'[( "'= 20.

So the flash rnust be 20 f't. f rcm the subje:ct"

So far we tlave assumed that th* exposures have beerl for
average shots withclut nru';h subject movetnent" F:or these

a shutter speeil of I /30 sec. is long enough to utilize all tlie
light emiftad from the buXb. On the other hantl, to arrest
fast movernents a faster shutter speed is requirsd, such as

lil25, | !250 or even l/500 sec" With each of these speeds

a' different guide number is needed (usually printed on thc
flash bulb packet) to deternline the corrfict exporilrre" They
allow for a-wider aperture to cornperlsato for ttre fact that at
flast shutter speeds sorne of the light emitted from ttle truib
is lost.

The Rolleifl*sh gun, specially designed [or the Rollei nrodels, lras a bracket witl' a bayonet ri.rrg which
fits over the fin-der lens of ilte cai're.a. That holds tlre flash gun f'rmly on thc camera (/efi)'
Flash exporur€s ctn conveniently be worked out by guide nun"bers, which are rhe product of tha
f-number and flash-to-subiect diicartce for correct erpoture. To obrain the correct lens elpeni.ng

rlivide the guide numbe.'by rhe distance. For example, with a guide nr.rrnber of 64 (r1ef!) and a

flash I feetlrom rlre subieci, rhe correct aperture rs 64,8 -,f8. Similarly with a flash at l6leet the
co!"rect aperture would be f4, and so on.
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FACTS AI\D FIGURES
This section gives the_ more important exposure, close-up, zonc

focusing, film, etc., data for the Rolleiflex in handy iabular fbim for
easy reference.

CONYERS ION OF FEET AND 
'NCHES 'NrO 

METRIC UN'rS
!4onl come?as ore marked only in eitfier the metric or British s'rstenr, while most of the

trblcs in tiis booft orc olso givcn in only one s)rstcm. The toble bclow shows ot o glance
cquivolent lengths

DAYLIGHT EXPOSURE VALUE-S

For Rollciflcx models without cxposure meter add up the respectivc figures in tables l,
2 and 3. Thc result is the exposure value to be set. On modeis withoui exposure value
scelc use table 4 to get apcrture-speed combinarions (set the shutter to nearest marked
speeds if necessary-e.9. l/25 sec. for l/30 sec.).

f. Subject ond weother

Clear
sun

t3

Cloudy Cloudy
light med.

Cloudy
dull

t0
Distant land or sGascrpG without forc-

ground lft2
British to Metric Metric to Eritish

--with f ight foreground t0t2
* in.
I in.
* in.

I ll.
tn.
tn.
in.
in.
in.
In.
in.

0.32 cm.
0.6.1 cm.
1.27 cm.
2.5{ cm.
5 08 cm.
7,62 cm.

10.2 cm.
12.7 cm.
15.2 cm.
l7.g cm.
20.3 cm.
TI.9 Gm.
8.4 cm.
27"9 cm.
30.5 cm.
61.0 cm.
91.1 cm.

1.22 m.
1.52 m.
1.83 m.
al3 m.
L*t m.
L71 m.
3.05 m.
{.57 m.
6.10 m.
9.1{ m.

12 20 m.
15.2{ m.
30..18 m.

0.5 cm.
I cm.
2 cm.
3 cm.
I cm.
5 cm.
6 cm.
7 cm.
8 cm.
I cm.
l0 crn.
12 cm.
l5 cm.
20 cm.
25 cm.
30 cm.
,n cm.
50 cm.
60 cm.
80 cm.

100 cm.
1.5 m.
2m.
2.5 m.
3m.
,+ m.
5m.

l0 m.
15 m.
20 m.

rt in.
t in.
*l in.

l* in.
lft in.
lff in.
23 in.
2l in
3* in
3* in.
3*t in.
A in.
53 in
7l in.
9ff in.

I l: in.
l5t in.
l9l in.
23t in.
3l* in
39* in.

4ic. fl in.
6 fr. 7 in.
8 ft. 3 in.
9 ft. l0 in'
f3ft. 2 in.
16 ft. 5 in.
33 ft. 0 in.
49 It. 2 in.
66 ft. 0 in.

Open streets, squares, light buildings tl t0
Figures, groups in open, near objects

without heavy shade t0

-in 
shade

2. Month ond timc

Oct. Nov.
Feb. Dec.

lon.

Moy
lune
lulv

Aug.
April

5ept.
Morch

I in.
l0 in.
ll in.
I ft.
2 ft.
3fs
1 Jc.
5 ft.
6ft.
7 fG.

I [c.
I ft.

l0 ft.
15 ft.
29 ft.
30 ft.
{O ft.
50 ft"
lm ft.

ll a.m. to 2 p.m.

9 a.m. to ll a.m. 'l
2 p.m. to q p.^. J
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

?. Film Spced

A5A 100 t6-20" 25-32. 50-640 l0G!25" 20G250.400-500.
D'N 2I r3-t4 f 5-f 6 t8-t9 2t-22 24-25 27-28 30

+2

1. Exposure Volues and Aperture-Speed Combinotions

Exp.
Y'olue f 2.8 frz

+1+3+-l-l2*

fleF 5.6f1 f tlF8

ZONE FOCUS'NG

r/t

)
w,b

at:'
tn
tt

3
,l
5
6
7
8
9

t0
ll
l2

I

t12
tl4
t/8
r/ rs
| /30
r/60
r/ r2s
ri2s0
r/s00

2s
I

t12
tl4
t18
r/ rs
| /30
r/60
| 1,25
r/2s0

':oo

4s 8s2s 4s
l2s
tlz Itll tlztlB tl1r/rs t/8r/30 t/ts
I 160 t/30r/2s0 t/60r/2s0 | lt2sr/s00 t/2s0

r/s00

l5s 30s
8s l5s
4s 8s
2s 4s
l2s
tlz I

.14 tl2
r/8 tl4r/rs t/8
r/30 tlts
I 160 t/30
tltzs tl6o
I l2s0 | ltzsr/s00 r/250

Stop
2ix21. Rollei 4x 4 Rollei

Disuncc Sctting _DcAth Distoncc Sctting Depth
from-to - 

from-to

60s
30s
l5s
8s
4s
2t
I

t12
tl1
t/8
rl rs
| /ro
| /oo
lltas

Neer
Intrrmcdieto
Fer...

7f l5 ft.
12-57 tt.
l$-o

6It.
15 ft.
30 ft.

fg l0 ft.
fA 20 ft.
fg 30 ft.

,7*
t0-30
l5- o

t3
t1
t5
t6
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SHUTTER SPEEDS TO ARREST MOVEIilENT APERTURES W'TH BLUE F|./6H BUTBS
(For 32 ASA Daylight Type Colour Filml

Subject Distonce bctween Comera and Object
f0 ft. 2O ft. 4O ft. 80 ft.
3 m. 6 m. '|2.5 m. 25 m.

160 ft.
50 m. PF ,lB PF 60197

No. 18 No. 228

Motor car on road
Slow train
Fast train
Acroplane

r/ rs r/8r/30 r/rsr/60 r/30
I ltzs ri 60r/2s0 a lt25
r/ r2s ri60
I 160 t/30r/30 r/rs.lzso tltzs.ltzs r/60r/300 r/rsor/60 t/30
I ltzs t/60
I ltzs r/60r/2s0 | l.zs
I ltzs r/60r/s00 r/2s0

| /s00

.l60
I ltzs
!/2s0
r /s00

r tsoo
r/2s0
tl'|2s

r lsoo

rlxo
risoo
| /s00

usoo

.14
t/8
r/ rs
| /30
r/60
| /30
r/ rs
t/8
r/60
| /30
I 17s
r/ rs
| /30
| /30
r/60
| /30
r/ r2s
r/2s0

f,6
ftl
f8
f s.6

f22
ft6
f tl

| /30
r/60
t1.25
r/2s0
| /s00
r/2s0
r/ r2s
r/60
| /s00
tl?.5,o

tizs
r/2s0
tlTso
| /soo,l:o

3* ft. (l m.)
5 ft. (1.5 m.)...
7 It. (L2 m.) ...

l0 tt. (3 m.)

CTOSE-UPS WITH 2*x2t in. ROttE,S (75-80 mm. LENS)

3l
Lens-to-Subject Distonce (in.)
23 19 t5 13 t0

Thc shutter speeds as listed above are applicable to motion which cuts right acrost
thc dircction in which the lens and the photographer look.

lf the motion photographed is at an acute angle with the direction in which the lens
points the exposure time can be longer, say l/30 second instead of l/60.- 

lf the subiect moyes directly towards the lens (or for that matter'- gway from it) thc
cxposurc time can be three oi four times longer., say l/8 of a second instead of l/3O.

Wnl." thc abovc table shows speeds not marked on the shutter use the next faster
rpeed.

APERTURES W|TH CTEAR FTASH BUTBS (80- 100 ASA F,L/vlS)

Rolleinar nceded

Subiect field (in.) ...

Scale of rcproduction

Depth of field (in.)
f8
ftl

t6
f22

No. l No. l No. l No.2 No.2 No.3
or2 or3

27xTI 16*x16*l33xl33 llxll 83x83 63x63

l:10 lz75 l:6

28F331 2rl-2.r| l8*2Ol
27*31+ 2r*-2si 173-20*
26l-371 20:-263 tTJtI
z4yti reF28l l6F22i

l:5 l:1 l:3

l4l-rsl r2Fr3l el-rol
r43-r6i r23-r33 eFl0:
r3Fr6* r2i-r3i et-10*
r3*-r73 l2- l4* 9i-10:

G,E.,
Mazdo,

G.E.C. No. I
Philips:

PFI

Mozdo,
G.E.,

G.E.C,:
No. 5

Philips:
PF5

Sylvonio:
Press 25

Philips:
PF 38

Sylvonio:
Press 40

G.E.:
No. ll

Philips:
PF 60
G.E.:

No.22
Sylvonio:

No.2
CTOSE-UPS WITH lf x lt in. ROttE,S (60 mm. LENS)

t03l
lens-to-Subject Distonce (in.)
23 t9 ls 13

t6:
r2.5 16
t0 12.5
I ll
6.3 9

l6
t2.5
t0 16

816
6.3 ll
.1.5 8
1 6.3
3.5 5.6

16 ft. (2 m.)
18 ft. (2.5 m.)
l0 ft. (3 m.)
XLft. (3.6 m.)
25 ft. (4.5 m.)
20 ft. (6 m.)
25 k. (7.5 m.)
30 ft. (9 m.)

Rollcinar needcd

Subicct field (in.) ...

Scalo of rcproduction

Depth of field (in.)

f8
rtl
tt6
fTI

No. I No. I No. I No.2 No.2 No. 3
or2 or3

203x203 l53x 153 13x 13 lOtx 103 7Zx7Z 6x6

l:13 l:9.5 l:8 l:5.5 l:5 l:3.7

27+31* 2r*-2s3 l7:-20i l{Fl6 l2E-133 e:-lol
27-36i 20:-2s3 173-203 l3:-163 l2i-13: el-103
2s*-3el 2ci27 l6i2li 133-17 12-14* eilol
23*-13* lei-2e3 l6*-23* l3-171 llFl4* e*-ll

In bright rooms (kitchen, bathroom) or with films faster than 100 ASA'-u!9 le-x-t
t-iif"i'iJirirr".lri "".i-t"rt€ rooms,'at night outdoors or with slower 40-64 ASA
film use next larger aperture."'Tn" 

Fo.o t fisi Cnorr sives exposures for all typ€s of flash as well as for flash combincd
,"iir,'aiiliiti. ri tu.it"icontains a list of all ftaih bulbs with their use and performancc'
also inf6rriation on "cotour and flash" and much additional flash data.

Thc ectual rubject distancc, planc of maximum sherpness., etc., ert dctermined on the
focJsinl rcrecn. ?hc abovc tebtes givc velucs et rcloctcd disances for gcncral guidance.
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CONYERS,ON OF FIUvt SPEED SYSTEA4S COLOUR CORRECTION F'ITERS

ASA & 85
Arith.
(New)

BS
Log

ASA
Log

(New) Film bolonccC
for

Used with Fitter 'x?"i;:'" Exposu.

Adjustment fncrcosc
6

t2
E
50

t00
200
,100

g)0
1600

32m

9

l2
t5
l8
2l
24
27
30
33

36

190

220

250

280

31"
340

370

400
.l3o

46"

Daylight (Reversal) skylight filter haze correction
(TYPe D or T) overcasr daylight

reduction of excessivc rcd
electronic flash

averaSe daylight and bluc
flash bulbs

clear flash bulbs

photofloods

str.rdio lamps (3200K)

RI

R2

BI

R2

nonG

82+ Bs -t.5
B il -t.5
82+ Bil -2

none

B2

B5

0

-0.5
0

1'

0

t.5

0

j
3

3

1

2

2
BUCK-AND.WH'TE FILTER DAIA

Flash (Reversal)
(Type F)

Artificial light
(Negative)
(Type A)

overcast daylight Rl I -l
electronic flash R2+ R5 -l
average daylight and bluc R2+ R5 -l
flash bulbs

clear flash bulbs

photofloods

studio lamps (3200K)
Rollct Filtcr 'Wf"T" Exposurc

Adjustment tncrcose Application ond Efhct
-o.5 t.5

-l

-0.5

Lightyellow -l 2x
Mcdium yellow - 1.5 3 x

Light3rcen -l 2x
Grccn -1.5 3x

Lendscapes, snow, clouds. Rcnders
ycllow and grccn lightcr, blue darkcr

Lendscapes, snow, clouds. Rendcrs grcen
lightcr, red (complexion) and blue darkcr

Hazy distent views. Renders yellow-rcd
lightcr, blue darker, distanr ob jects
cleerer

Hazy distant views. Rendcrs red lighter,
blue-green darker. Gives stronger effectr
than orenge filter

Artificial light. Renders red dtrker. For
cxtr. red-scnsitivG pan cmulsions

High eltitudes tbove 6,000 ft. Scascapes.
Eliminates ultre-violet rtys which reducc
contFast

Photofloods (Reversal) blue flash bulbs and average Rl I
(Type A) deylight

clear flash bulbs R2

photofloods none
studio lamps (3200K) 82
household lempr 82+ 85

Daylight (Negative) daylight, electronic flash, and nonG
(Type D or T) blue flash bulbs

clear flash bulbs, photofloods 85
and studio lamps (3200K)

-l

{.5 1.5

4.s t.5

-r.5 3

Oren3c

Light rcd

Li3ht bluc

UV

Infn-rcd.

- 1.5 to -3 3-7 x

-2 to -3.5 .l- l0 x

-0.5 1.5 x

-0.5 1.5 x

-t

daylight, electronic flash and
blue flash bulbs

clear flaih bulbs, photofloods
and studio lamps (3200K)

t.5

Exposurc dcpends on Spccial filter for infra-red cmulsions.
the . typc of emulsion Transmits derk red abovc 700 mpr, and
used and musr bc infra-red
determrned by tcsts

t Infre-rcd filtcrs merkcd with R cngraved on the mount havc ground-in focur compcnn
tion. Focuting is done in th. usual way, on thc ground glass. -
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EIACK.AND-WH'TE FIUAS COLOUR FIUAS

SPeed in
ASA D'N Groin Available os Soeed in Pro- Avoil-

ASA DIN ccsring obla or

Adox-
Adox KB l4
Adox KB 17
Adox KB 2l
Adox KB 25
Adox UKB 17 Revcrsal

Asfa-
A3fapan F ...
lsopen F
lsopan ISS
lsopan Ultra
Agfapan l00O ...

Ansco-
Supcr Hypan
All weather pan

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

.to
80

200
s00
80

25
80

200
500

I 000

s00
t25

80
l60
320

50
125

.t00-6s0

32
t25
t25
.{oo

1250

I
50

r25
.ro0

,t{}

80
200
5(Xt
25

uf.
ef.
mt.
mt,
ef.

uf.
ef.
mt.
mg.
mt

mt,
lz.

cf.
lz.
m8.

uf.
cf.
tz.

t7
20
21
28
20

t5
20
21
28
3l

28
22

20
23
26

t6 .f.
22 lz.
22 ls.
27 mt.
32 mg.

l0 uf.
t8 cf.
22 ls,.
27 mt.

17 uf.
20 cf.
21 Q.
28 mg.
15 cf.

rm
rm
rm
r
m

rm
rm
r
rm
rm

rm
f

m
m
rm

m
rm
7

rm
m
?
rm

rm
rm
rm
rm

m
rm
rm
rm
m

Agfecolor Ncg.
Agfecolor Rev,

Agfecolor Rev.

Ektachrome Prof. (E3) Rcv

Ektachromc X Rev.

GAF-6.1 Rev.

GAF-Tl0O Rev.

GAF-200 Rev.

GAF-500 Rev.

H.S .Ektechromc Rcv

H S. Ektachromr Rcv.

Fcrranircolor Rcv.

Fuii Neg.
Fuiichrom Rcv.

Kodachromc X Rcv.

Kodachrome ll Rev.

Kodecolor ll Neg.

Kodacolor X Ncg.
Orwochrom Rev.

Pcrutu Color Rev.

Pcruchrome Rev.

Perutz Color Neg.

Univerrel (Type CNS) 80 20 U

Deyli3ht (Type CTIS) 50 18 M

Artificial Light (Type CK20) 80 20 M

Deylight 50 18 U

Daylight 61 19 U

Daylight 61 19 M

Artificial Light l0O 2l tl
Daylight 20O 21 M

Daylight 500 28 M

Dayli3ht 160 23 U

Artificiel Light (Typc B) 125 TL U

Daylight CR50 50 18 U

Universal (Type Nl0O) l0o 2l U

Daylight (Type RIOO) 100 2l M

Deyll3ht 61 19 M

Deylisht 25 l5 M

Universel 80 20 U

Unlvcrsel 80 20 U

Daylight (Type UTl8) 50 18 M

Daylisht (Typc Cl8) 50 18 l'1

Daylight (Type Cl9) 61 19 M

Universal 80 20 U

rm

rm
rm
r
rm
tm
m

m

m

m

m

rm
rm
m

m

m

m

rm

rm

rm
rm

m

Fcrranio-
P.30
P.33
P.36

llford-
Pan F
F.P. ,t
H.P.,I

Kodok-
Penatomic X
Plus X ...
Verichrome Pan
Tri-X
Royal X Pan

ORWO-Wolfen-
NP l0 ...
NP 18 ...
NP 22 ...
NP 27 ...

Perut.:.-
Pt1
P17
P2l
P25
Miniaturc Rcvcrsel

l8
22

27-29

PROCESSING: M:filmr proccssed by thc makcr; L:films cen bc proccttcd only by
an approved hboretory throuth e photographic dealcr; U:fi1m5 can bc proccsscd by
thc user by means of spcciel processing kits.

Aveilable es: r:rollfilm sizc, m:miniaturG (35 mm.) film tizc; thG lartcr cln bc usrd
only in conlunction with thc Rolleikin cino film btck.

Thc ASA speeds are the minimum correct exPosure ratinSs (page 25)' Somc manuflc'
turers may,'ho*"r"", srill be quotint their speeds according to the older system to
3ive more liberal exPosure.
?YFEt P:p"n.hromitic; Pr.:Panchromatic with incrcascd rcd scnsitivity; lR-

i nfre-rcd.
GRAiN; 

-ui.:ultre finc train; Gf.:rxtr. finc traini ft.:finc Srain; mt'-m'dium
!rain.

I With dcco red filter.' AVlff-eii-e AS: r:roll film sirc, m:minirture (35 mm.) film rizc; th. l.tt.r crn b.
urcd only in cr>niunction with tho Rolleikin cinc film back.
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TIIE ROLIJIFLEX: MODEL BY MGDEL
These pages dcal with the individual Rolleifler cameras

in detail.
Self-contailud sections for each group of model cover potnts

of loading, unloading, shooting, and specific connols.
For afuller explanation of aspects common to all Rolleifex

camcras, compare these sections with the main text under the
wne headings.

Thc Rollciflcx F und E Serics

L,oading
Unloading
Shooting
Using thc Roilciflcx E

Exposurc Metcr
Installing the Exposure

Metcr
Spccial Controls

Thc Rolleifcx T
Loading
Unloading
Shooting
Using the Rolleiflcx T

Exposure Metcr
Installing the Exposure

Meter
Spccial Controls

Thc Rollel-Maglc I,II
Loading
Unloading
Shooting
Spacial Controlr

ThcRollclflcxlxl
Loading
Unloading
Shooting
Spccial C.ontrolr

The Rollei Micro Adapter 98

Cansa Casct and Holfrry
Acccssotics

Evcr-Ready Cascs
Thc Metal Evcr-Ready

Case
The Rolleifix Tripod Head
The Pistol Grip
The Panorama Head
The Stereo Slide
The Rolleimarin

Underwater Housing
Rolleimot, remote control

Alternotive Pictue Sizes
The Rolleiflex Mask Set
The Plate Adapter

Thc Rollcikin Chc Film
Adapter 108

The Rolleikin II 108
Installing the Rclear

Knob I l0
Assembling the

Rolleikin II I l0
Loading
Film Transport
Rewinding
The Rolleikin I
Assembling the Rolleikin I 112
Film loading and

Transport ll4
Rewinding ll4
Early Designs of Rolleikin I 16

ro2

r02
104
1M
104
104

106
r06

t07
t07

ll0
tt2
t12
t12

l,

lii

ilr

The Rolleiflex Autonnt Serlct
60 Loading 83

62 Unloading 84

62 Shooting 84
Special Controls 88

&
Early Rolleiflex Models

Loading 92
Unloading 92
Shooting 92
Special Controls 93

Lcns Attachmcnts ond Acccssotlcs
Tele and Wide-angle 94
Close-up Work 94

72 Earlier Close-up kns Sets 96
Soft Focus l.enses 96

72 The Lens Hood
73 The Rolleilux

Filters

Yicwing Accessorles
The Binocular Focusing

Hood
The Eye-level Prism

Finder
The Rolleigrid
Rolleiclear Screen
The Rolleimeter
The Extension Focusing

Knob

65

65

68
70
70

99

99
99
99

100

100

74
76
76
76

79
79
79
80

97
97
97

Note: Yaious items of equipmcnt mentioncd in thc following pages
are no longer manufacturpd. Tbese items arc denoted by thc sip O
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THE ROLLEIFLEX F ANd E SERIES

THE ROLLEIFLEX 3.5F is equipped with either the 3 in. (75 mm.)
Zeiss Planar or the 3 in. (75 mm.) Schneider Xenotar f 3.5 lens with
an angle of view of 56o. The viewing lens is a 3 in. (75 mm.) Heidosmat
f 2.8. The camera has a built-in photo-electric exposure meter coupleci
io aperture and shutter speed controls with control wheels permitting
individual adjustment of both settings. Filter factor correction can be
fed directly into the meter. This model is also available without its
built-in meter, which can be easily fitted at any time. The shutter is the
Synchro-Compur MXV. The camera further has an automatic deptll of
fiald indicator, film feeler, and double exposure lock with provision
for intentional double exposures. The camera back has a two-position
pressure plate. In addition to the position for 2Ix2J. in. pictures there
is a second one for 35 mm. film when used with the Rolleikin II
attachment. The focusing hood is removable and can be replaced by
an eye-level pentaprism unit. An optical glass film plane_ can be fitted
with-a three-position pressure plate, to obtain absolute flatness of the
film. A back-for single exposures on plates or cut film can be fitted.
The Rollei-Marin 4 underwater housing is designed for use with this
Rolleiflex model for underwater photography. The finder hood is
interchangeable for an eye-level pentaprism. This model takes size II
bayonet accessories (filters, close-up lenses, lens hood) to fit the
bayonet lens mount.
OTHE ROLI-EIFLEX 3.583 is similar to 3.5F but has no exposure
meter built in. It has cross-coupled aperture and speed scale with expo-
sure values. However the exposure meter as in Rollei T can be installed
later (see page 72)

THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.8F is equippcd with the 3+ in. (80 mm.)
Zeiss Planar or Schneider Xenotar f 2.8 lens and is otherwise the
sarne as the Rolleiflex 3.5F. No Rollei-Marin underwater housing is
available so far for this model. It takes size III bayonet accessories
(filters, close-up lenseso lens hood) to fit its bayoqe! lens mount.
O THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.883 is similar to the 2.8F but has no exposure
meter built in. It has cross-coupled aperture and speed scale with expo-
sure values. However the expoiure meter as in Rollei T can be installed
later (see page 72).
O THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.BEl2 is similar to the Rolleiflex 2.8F but the
built-in photo-electric exposure meter is not coupled 1o t he aperttrre-speed
setting. The shutter has an exposure value scale. The same accessorics
are usable on it as for the 2.8F and the camera also takes size III
bayonet acccssories. A special film counter and filrn release knob is
built in for use with the Rolleikin II outfit.

THE TELE-ROLLEIFLEX is basically the same as the Rollciller
2.8E,12 in design and handling. The taking lens is a 5$ in-.(13.5 rym.)
Zeiss Sonnar/4, with an angle of view of 33'. The viewinglens is also a
5l in. ( I 3:i min.) Ze iss Sonnar/4. The exposure mcter is cither built in

THE ROLLEIFLEX 3.5F

Synchro-lever
Hood

Peep wlndow

DOF renge

Distrncer

Screen

Focur knob
Settlng markcr

Metcr ncedle

Flltcr f ectorr

Shutter rpccdr
Aperturer

Fllm tpeedr

Doubh cxposures

Releesc

Fhsh sockct

Back block

Thc synchronizlng levcr rclects flarh scttings rnd tenslonr the self-timer. The focusing hood lr
rcmovable. The Deep window Indicetcr the shutter speed and aperture set. The depth of freld indicotor
lutomatlcelly shows the rherp zone opposite the distonce scole, and ls couplcd wlth thc apertura
control. The focusing knob move! the whole lens panel forwerds and backwards. Llnlng-up the
settlng morker wlth thc meter needle sctr the correct exposure. A separtte knob carrles filtcr foaor
corrections and film speed settfngs. Crosr-coupled wheels set the apertures and shutter specdr. Tho
tronsport cronk Incorporates a double erposure releose. The releose button with cable relerse rocket
elso carrler e safety and tlmc exporure lock.
Thc ebove detalls apply to thc Rollclflcx 3.5F; apert from thc ler3er dlemctcr of the lcnser, thc
Rollclflex 2.8F ls ldcntlcel.

ffiry

Shootf ng wlth rhc Rollclflcr 7.5F. Fron left to rlght: Swlnj thc. cnnk to rdvrncc thc fllm; arrn tho
epertur- wheel to llne up tho sottln8 mrrker end -metcr nccdlc whlle tekln3 ln cxporuro reedlng
relect tn eltcrnetlvc rpcrturo-cpecd comblnetlon lf rcqulrcd; focur the lmrjr on Slrc rcnocn; g?atr
tho rolcesr to oxpolc.
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THE ROLLEIFLEX 3.5E

Peep window

Hood

Exposurc values

Self-timer
Apertures

DOF range

Distances

Focus knob

Setting merker

Meter needlc

Releasc

Double €xposures

Synchro-levcr

Shootln3 wlth chc Rollciflcx 3.58. From left to right: Advancc thc film and tension the shuttcr with
thc trrnrport crenk; set the cxposure valuc with thc aperturo wheel uncoupled; select alternativc
lpcrturc-3pccd combinations if necessary with thc rhutter rpeed wheel; focus the imagc on tho
fcrccn; prcrr thc rclcase button to expoic.

Thc peep window Indicetes the tpcnurcl end thutter rpeeds actually let. Tho .foanslng hood
f ncorporates r mirror for eye-level vicwlng, but lt not removablc. The shutter speed ,E -carrlcl sn
expoiure value scele and is crosr-coupled with operture wheel. The automatic depth of f!:.ld lndicotor
shows rhe zone of sharpness et all dlsiances end is coupled wlth the aperture control. The cxposurc
meter controls in the focusing knob comprise the setting morkcr end the meter needle. Super mporlnt
the two yleldr correcG expoiure velues. Thc releosc button Incorporates a cable release socket, tnd
a rcfease-and tlme lock. Thc film tronsport cronk clrries t double exposure releose. The synchronizlng
leyer lurrounds the flash socket and is comblned wlth the retalning catch for the flash cable.
Thesc details .pply ro the Rolleiflex 3.58; the ferturer of the 2.88 are similar, exce-Pt for the
provlrlon of afiirir tounter knob for 35 mm.-filmr and e combined synchronizi-ng lever end seLf'timer
(insct, top). The 7.8E12 model lt rimiler co thc 2.88, but has e removebte focusing hood like tho
3.5F (opposiu pogcl.

or the camera is pre-wired for its subsequent installation. The optical
glass film plane with appropriate 3-position pressure plate is a stanrlard
fitting. The Tele-Rolleiflex takes the same acsssories as the 2.8F ancl
it accepts size III bayonet mount attachment" The focusing nrngc- is
from infinity to 8| ft. and a special Roileinar 0.35 near lens set in
hinged-on mount is available extending the near range to 5 ft. and a
0.7 Rolleinar set further extending it to 3.3 ft. These lenses can be
used in coniunction with the standard Rolleinar close-up lenses.
O THE WIDE-ANGLE ROLLEIFLEX is basically the same as the
Tele-Rolleiflex in design and handling. The taking lens is a 2| in.
(55 mm.) Zeiss Distagon ,4 with an angle of view of 7l ". The viewing
lens is also a 2* in. (55 mnr.) Zeiss Distagon. It takes the same acces-
sories as the 2.8F and accepts size IV bayonet mount attachments.
The focusing range is from infinity to 2 ft.
OTHE ROLLEIFLEX 2.88 is similar to the Rolleiflex2.8El2 but the
hood is not interchangeable. In place of the ultra fine focusing screen
a normal ground glass screen is fitted. This rnodel is available also
without the built-in meter, but fitted suitably wired for subsequent
installation of the meter if required. No facility for installation of an
optical flat glass accessory is available but the canrera can be used
with the Rolleikin II for 35 mm. film, also the plate back. It accepts
size III bayonet accessories.
O THE ROLLEIFLL,X 3.5E is similar to the 2.88 but has a 3 in. (75mm.)
Planar f 3.5 or Xenotar f 3.5 lens. It can be used with the Rollei-Marin
3 underwater housing. It accepts size II bayonet accessories.

ACCESSORIES FOR ALL THE ABOVE MODELS include illters
for black-and-white and for colour films, lens hood. close-up lens sets
with parallax compensation, soft focus lenses, flash guns, a nricro
attachment, a plate and cut film adaptor, Rolleikin 35 mm. film outfrt,
the Rolleifix quick-release tripod head, pistol grip, panorama hcad and
binocular extension hood. All models-with the exception of the
Tele and Wide-angle models--can be used with the attachment lenses
for tele and wide-angle effect.

Loading
l. Open the camera back. Check that the pressure plate is correctly

adjusted. For models with three-position pressure plate, note the
two different positions far 2l x2| in. When working without the
optical flat glass, use the centre position which exposes a pictorial
symbol of a rollfilm. When working with the optical flat glass, push
the pressure plate up so that a symbol of a rollfilm with a llat plate
becomes visible.

2. Insert the film.
3. Close the camera.
4. Get the film ready for the first exposure.
5. Set the film speed and type. To set the film speed on cameras with

coupled exposure meter (2.8F, 3.5F) gently press and turn the
milled ring in the centre of the fiim speed disc until the speed of the
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THE TELE.ROLLEIFLEX fi.lm used appears in the appropriate DIN or ASA window. The
frlter factor-ihdicator on the outside rim of this disc should be set
to "0". If, however, a filter is used, set the correction factor (in
minus exposure values) to thc black arTow head. The exposure
meter then automatically allows for the exposure increase required.

To set the film speed on the cameras with uncoupled exposure
meter (3.58, 3.8E, Tele and Wide-angle Rollei) turn the serrated
outer rim of the meter control (the outermost ring of the focusing
knob) until the speed of the film loaded into the camera appears in
the appropriate DIN or ASA window. Intermediate values are
indicated by dots.
The film type indicator is in thc centre of the exposure meter knob.
Turn the milled button until the appropriate film type appears in
the small window, pan, ortho, artificial light colour or daylight
colour. This acts as a reminder.
On cameras without exposure meter, set the film indicator in the
focusing knob by turning the small cross-bar. Turn in one direction
until the appropriate film speed appears in the ASA or DlNwiqdo-w,
then turn in the appropriate direction to bring the required film
type into the centre window.

Llnloading
l. Wind ofr the fiIm.
2. Open the camera back.
3. Remove the exposed film. Then close camera back or reload.

Shooting
l. Advance the frlm. Swing out the crank and turn it forward with one

continuous swing until it stops. Then swing back again to stop. This
operation tensions the shutter, advances the film to the next frame
and advances the film counter.

2. Set the exposure. On the Rolleiflex 2.8F and 3.5F pre-select a shutter
speed by 

-turning the right-hand setting wheel between the two
lenses (with the camera held in the shooting position). The shutter
has speeds of 1, *,t}, +, l/15, 1/30, 1160,lll25,11250, l/500 sec. and
B. The shutter speCd appears in the peep window on_ top of the_

camera front. The valubi l, 2, 4, 8, etc., to 500 are fractions of
seconds and stand therefore for l, +, +, l, etc., to l/500 sec. Then
with the camera pointing at the subject (for a reflected light reading)
turn the left-hand setting wheel to line up the meter needle and
setting marker. These are- visible in the small window on top of the
focusing knob. This sets the camera to a correct exposure for the
prevailing light. You can select alternative aperture-speed com-
binations (see step 3 below).
On models rvith non-coupled meter or without meter (2.8E12, 2.8E,,
3.5E Tele and Wide-angle) the shutter has an exposure value scale.

Peep window

Hood

DOF range

Focus knob

Screen

Film types

Sy nch ro-lever

35 mm. knob

Exposure values

A pertu res

Focur knob

Fluh socket

Double exposuro
rclerse

Releasc

Using the glass fitm phne. [eft: Set the pressur€ plate in the back to the ap.ProPriatr Position.
Centie: lnsirt thc glass in the-film planc, lct it snap into position, and press the rotaining bar to
secur€ it. Rigfrt: To remove the glass, prcss the retaining bar and let thc platc drop out.
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To uric thc metcr, first rct rhe film rpeed (left), then point the camerl at the subfect. and curn the
rctrfnt rln3 to bring the settlng pointer Into coincldence with the meter needle (cenuc left). Read off
the ciposurc valuJ in thc approprlete window (centre righcl and set the camerl to this cxpoture
vzluc (rlshtl

ROLLEIFLEX E EXPOSURE METER

Range switch or brlght and dim llght.

Exposure meter cell.

Incident light diffuser

Exposure value readings for bright and dlm light.
Setting pointer.
Fllm speed setting.
Meter needle.

Meter settlnt ring.
Film type Indicator.
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This is marked on the front of the right-hand setting wheel. To set
thc cxposurc value, depress thc centre of the left-hand setting wheel
and turn either or both wheels until the arrow head in the @ntre
points to the required exposure value (from 3 to l8). You obtain the
correct exposure value from a scparate meter reading. Then let go
of the centre of the left-hand setting wheel; the aperture-speed
controls interlock again.

3. Select the aperture-speed combination. Both speed and aperture are
controlled by the right-hand setting wheel. To change the shutter-
aperture combination, just move this wheel until the window above
the finder lens shows the required aperture or shutter speed.

On the Rolleiflex models with non-coupled meter you can turn
either setting wheel. While normally the speed and aperture controls
are fully coupled, there is an interlock release in the centre of the
apelture (left-hand) wheel. To disengage the coupling, depress the
centre of the aperture wheel and turn the centre so that the trvo black
index marks are at right-angles to t.he loops engraved on tlte outer
rim. Turning the button so that the index marks point to the loops
again, restores the aperture-speed coupling. Make certain that the
coupling has engaged by turning either or both of the wheels, and
see that the button is in the correct position.

4. Focus and determine the pieture area. To open the reflex hood push
up with one finger. To close, push in the sides, on E models pull
down the hood.

Turn the focusing knob while watching the image on the screen.
until the subject appears sharp. Check with the magnifier.

To bringthe magnifierin position gently press inthefrontpanel of the
opened hood .'f o close, press the magnifier back. on E models pull upthe
smal I catch i n the top of the hood. To close, gently press the magnifi er.

To use the Cirect vision sports finder push in the front panel of
the opened hood until it clicks into position. To close, lightly press
the sides of the hood. On E models push in the front of the opened
h9o4; to close, pr€ss down gently on the magnifier. For eye-level
viewing you can also use the pentaprism (see page 99)

5. Release the shutter gentl.v by pressing the release button. The release
has a safety lever. Swing this downwards to unlock the release, and
up to lock it against accidental exposures.

Using the Rolleitlex E Exposure Meter
The photo-electric exposure meter built into the Rolleiflex 2.8E,

Rolleiflex 3.5E and Tele-Rolleiflex has two measuring ranges. On the
top left-hand corner of the name plate a switch operates the high or
low ranges. The measuring indicator is built into the focusing knob on
the left-hand side of the camera.
1. Set the film speed by turning the adjusting ring until the correct

speed appears in the cut-out above the indicator rnark for ASd or
DIN. Dots indicate intermediate values.

The exposure metcr hlt two measuring
mnte3 controlled by e switch at the top
of thc meter cell. Wlth the swltch
purhcd upwrrdt. thc mctcr reeds ex-
porure values in brlght llght; the appro-
pdetc exposurc value ls read off in thc
front expolure value window (Jeft). In
poor light conditionr push the switch
downwardr and read off the expoture
vrlue ln the rear wlndow on the.'im of thc
focurln3 knob (right).
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2. Set the measuring range. In bright light outdoors, turn the measuring
range switch on the top left-hand corner of the "Rolleiflex" name
plate upwards so that the red dot is covered. In poor light and
indoors, turn the measuring range switch downwards so that the
red dot is uncovered.

3. Measure the exposure value. Turn the finely serrated ring to line up
the red pointer with the black meter needle. With the range switch
turned upwards (red dot covered) read off the correct exposure
value in the forward window of the knob. In poor light, with the
range switch turned downwards (red dot uncovered), read off the
exposure value in the rear, red window. The figures are full exposure
values, the dots indicate half-values.

4. Set the exposure value on the shutter speed wheel.

Installing the Exposure Meter
The Tele and Wide-angle Rolleiflex and some Rolleiflex E models,

which are supplied without exposure meter, are pre-wired for subse-
quent installation of the meter.
[. Fit the meter cell by unscrewing the camera name plate with the

special pin supplied with the separate meter. Replace the name
plate by the photo-cell and replace the screws.

2. Insert the meter control unit into the focusing knob. Remove the
three screws at the retaining ring of the film indicator dial and let
the dial drop out. Loosen the retaining screw below the film typc
indicator window of the meter control unit as far as it will go.
The control unit is now inserted into the focusing knob with the red
indicator window on top, pushed gently inwards and turned clock-
wise until it locks. Tighten the retaining screw again.

3. Zero calibration. When the photo cell is completely covered up, the
black pointer should be in zero position, pointing to the short
gtreen line. If the black pointer does not point to the green line,
turn the retaining screw as far as it rvill go, turn the meter control
unit to the left to disengage it from its bayonet socket and remove it.
Adjust the screw in the upper centre of the back of the control unit
until the black indicator needle points to the green index mark.
Reinsert the control unit into position and tighten the retaining
screw.

The meter is now ready for use and is handled in the same way as
the E meter (described above).

Speciol Controls
TIME EXPOSURES with the Rolleiflex 3.5F and 2.8F are indicated

by green figures in full seconds. After lining up the exposure meter
pointers, the green numbers indicate the number of seconds the shutter
has to be kept open. At any of the green figures and also at intermediate
values (but in the green field only) the shutter will remain open as long

as the release is depressed and closed on letting the releasc go. For long
time exposures, use a cable release. This screws into the centre of thi
release button. Swing the safety lever upwards; the shutter will now
remain open after pressing.

With Rolleiflex models 3.5E, 2.88,2.8E12 and Tele and Wide-angle
Rolleiflex, time exposures are made with the shutter set to B, and
released as above. There are no green numbers.

FLASH SYNCHRONIZATION. For X synchronization, set the
flash lever (beside the finder lens on the 3.5F, 2.8, and W.A. models)
to the flash symbol (a zig-zag arrow), for M synchronization to the
bulb symbol. While the camera will accept the standard 3 mm.
co-axial plug, a special Rolleiflex flash plug with lead is available to
connect to the flash socket on the base of the front of the carnera.
This special plug locks into position and can only be removed by
pressing the lever protruding on the side of the flash socket. On the
Rolleiflex 3.5E this lever is also the synchronizing lever.

SELF-TIMER. A self-timer (delayed action) is built in, which permits
the photographer to appear in the picture. Plaoe the camera on a rigid
support, best a tripod. Tension the self-timer, which is at the same time
the flash setting lever, by pulling forward the button on it, and pressing
down the lever in the direction of the arrow engraved on it. Advance
the film first to tension the shutter. On pressing the shutter retease, the
shutter will open after a delay of approximately l0 seconds. The self-
timer can be used with flash shots, but only on X synchronization.

On the 3.58 the self-timer is a button above the finder lens. After
advancing the film, push this button in the direction of the arrow to
start the mechanism. Both M and X synchronized flash shots are
possible with this model.

INTENTIONAL DOUBLE EXPOSURES. The film transport and
shutter are coupled to prevent double exposures, but the shutter can
also be tensioned independently for intentional double exposures.
To tension the shutter without advancing the film, press the disc below
the film crank in the direction of the arrow, and turn the crank back-
rvards through one revolution.

CHANGING THE FOCUSING MAGNIFIER. Both the upper
magnifier and the rear magnifier can be changed to correct faulty
vrslon.

To change the upper magnifier on Rolleiflex 2.8F, 3.5F, 2.88,'?.
3.5E, Tele and W.A. Rolleiflex, grip the lens from above and below,
swing it up, pull it back and then lift it up and out. To insert, push the
magnifier forward against retaining spring and let it snap into place. To
clean it, fold down the magnifier with the direct viewfinder open.

To change the rear magnifier, open the focusing hood. Crip the two
retaining clips on either side of the rear pcep window with both thumbs
from the inside of the rear wall and pull back the retaining levcr. After
changing the magnifier, push the retaining spring forward unt il it snaps
into place.
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On the Rolleiflex 2.8E remove the upper magnifier by pulling back
the ring mount against the retaining spring and tift out. To insert, p-ut

the maenifier into position with its back first, pull back against the
spring and snap down.

To remove the rear magnifier push in slightly at top and lift out. To
insert, slip the magnifier with its white dot uppermost between the
retaining springs and push down until it snaps into place.

USING THE GLASS FILM PLANE. While the film is normally
kept flat by the accurate machining of the film channel combined with
th6 pressrre plate, the optical glass film plane ensures plate-like flatness
of fhe film 

-when 
extremely critically sharp negatives for extreme

enlnrgements are required. It is a standard fitting of the Tefe and Wide-
anglCRolleiflex andis also available for Rolleiflex models 3.5F, 2.8F
and 2.8812 in conjunction with'a special back.

To insert the glass plate, open the camera back and tilt forward.
Slide the glass wlth bevelled edge under the upper retaining bar of the
film gate.-Let the glass plate snap into position and secure by- p-ress_Lng

the b=ar. The bevelled edges are held by the retaining bars of the film
gate. To remove, turn the camera upside down, press the retaining bar
and let the glass drop into your hand.

Handle the glass by the edges onty. Keep it absolutely ctean, in
particular keep both sides free from dust and lint. Store the plate,
when not in uie, in the compartment provided in the ever-ready case.

Remember to adjust the pressure plate (see Loadind.

TTM ROTLEIFLEX T
This is a comparatively simplified Rolleiflex with a 3 in. (75 mm.)

Zeiss Tessar f 3.5 lens or, since 1972, a Schneider Xenar "f 3.5 lens in
Synchro-Compur shutter, and is available with or without dual range
exposure meter. The model without meter is pre-wired for subsequent
installation of the meter. The focusing hood is removable (for replace-
ment by the pentaprism), but no eye-level mirror is fitted. A single lever
controls exposure values and aperture-speed selection, with facility for
individual adjustment. The self-adjusting film counter is suitable for
12 exposures or for 16 pictures with a special masking set. A back for
single exposures on plates or cut film can be fitted. Cameras with serial
Nos. above 2,151,000 are fitted with the dual-size camera back and can
be used also with the 24 x 36 mm. Rolleikin. Models of lower serial Nos.
can be converted together with the ever-ready case. The models
produced since l97l have X flash synchronization only. The camera
takes all optical accessories with size I bayonet mount; filters, hood,
close-up, soft focus and attachment lenses for tele and wide-angle
effect, etc., may be used. Other accessories include the Rolleiflex tripod
head, Rollei pistol grip, panorarna head, extension hood, flash guns,
and micro attachment.

Loading
I, Open the camera back.
2. Insert the fiLn. First transfer the empty spool in the bottom chamber

to the top chamber. Pull out the film retaining knob, remove the
empty spool and insert it in the top chamber after pulling out the
corresponding retaining knob. The grooved end of the spool should
engage the cross bar of the film transport peg.

Insert the film roll into the bottom chamber after breaking the
seal. Draw the pointed paper end over the two glide rollers into the
wide slot of the top spool. Tighten the paper on this spool. Now
wind the transport crank until the triangular marks (or arrows)
on the backing paper are opposite the red dots on either side near
the base of the film aperture.

3. Close the camera.
4. Get the film ready for the first exposure by turning the transport

lever crank till it comes to a definite stop. Then turn it back and
fold over to the rest position. The exposure counter sets itself
automatically to No. l.

5. Set the film speed and type . On the Rolleiflex T without exposure meter,
set the film speed indicator by turning the bar in centre of focusing
knob to the right until the DIN or ASA speed appears in the
appropriate cut cut. Set the film type to ortho, Patr, artificial light
colour or daylight colour, by turning the same bar to the left.

On the Rolleiflex T with built-in exposure meter, set the speed by
turning the serrated outer rim of the meter beyond the left or rigbt
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THE ROLLEIFLEX T

Pecp window

Hood

Screen
Exposure levcr

Exposure valucs

Film countcr
DOF rcele

Focus knob

Film indicator

Crenk

Synchro-lever

Flrsh rockct

Relcare

The peep windows ebovo the finder lens indicate the aperture and shutter speed set.Another window
rt the side shows the exposure yolues. All the setting3 are controlled by a single exposure lever. The
film counter shows the number of exposures taken and aurometically switches over from l2 to l6
exposures on firting the l6-exposure mask. The focusrng knob carries the distance scale which moves
past a depth of field scole. lt also incorporates a film indicator, or (when a metGr is built in) tho metor
controfs. Tha tronsport cronk advances tfre film and tensions the shutter. No doubie exposurat arq
posribfe The synchronizing lcver sets X or M synchronization, or tenrions thc sclf-trmcr" Thc flosh
soclet incorporates a cablc lock. The releose button carrios a crblo rclcesc rocket end a safcty rnd
time exporure lock.

Shooting with thc Rollciflox T" From lcft to right: Advencr thc film and tanrion thc rhuttcr by
turning the transport crenk; rct thr cxposure value: selcct altcrnativo rpGrturc-rpccd combinations
if rcquircd; foc.ls thc ime3r on thc tcr.en; press thc roloe.rt to oxpotc.

stop until the speed of the film loaded into the camera appears in
the appropriate DIN or ASA window. Intermediate values are
indicated by dots. The film type indicator is here in the centre of the
exposure meter knob. Turn the milled centre button ring until the
appropriate film type appears.

LJnloading
l. Wind off the film.
2. Open the camera back.
3. Remove the exposed fllm, then close the camera or reload.

Shooting
l. Advance the nkn, swing out the crank and turn it forward with one

continuous swing until it stops, and back again to stop. This
operation tetrsions the shutter, advances the film to the next frame
and advan@s the film counter.

2. Set the exposure value. The exposure value is ascertained from either
the built-in exposure meter (see below), a separate meter, or the table
on the back of the carnera. To set it, pull out the button of the lever
at the left-hand side of the lens and move it up or down until the
required valuc is opposite the pointer in the exposure value window
on the left of the finder lens.

3. Set the aperture speed combination. Each exposure value represents
a range of shutter speed-aperture combinations covered by a single
setting, which are interlocked. You can choose any shutter speed or
aperture without changing the exposure. Move the lever at the left
of ttre taking lens, without pulling out its button, until the desired
aperture-speed combination appears in the peep window on top of
the finder lens. The Synchro-Compur shutter has speeds of l, *,
+,*, I115,1130,1160,11125,11250,l/500 sec. and B. The values 1,2,
4, 8, etc". to 500, are fractions of seconds and stand, therefore, for
l, l, +, *, etc., to Ii500 sec.

To set the aperture and shutter speed independently, set first the
shutter speed (if necessary go back over the scale) bV moving the
left-hand lever, then pull out its button and set the aperture.

4. Focus and determine the pictu!'e area. To open the reflex hood lift
up the back edge of the hood. To close it, fold in both sides and pull
back the front. To raise the magnifier, press the front panel of the
opened hood gently inwards. To close the magnifier, push it
downwards.

Turn the focusing knob to grt the image sharp.
To use hood as direct visio;r sports finder press in the front panel

of the open hood as far as it will go. To close, gently tap both
sides of the hood. For eye-level viewing you can also use tho
pentaprism (sce page 99).

5. Release the shutter gently by pressing the release button. Swing out
the shutter releurse first"
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THE ROLLEIFLEX T METER
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To fit thc meter first unscrew the f ugs of the name plate wlth thc needlc In the outfir (uppcr ldt)
end replacc the nrme plete by the meter cell. Unscrew thc rcrews of the retalnlng rlng of the film
Indfcetor (upper right) lnd removc the assembly. Unscrew the screw S bclow tho film Indicator
wlndow of the meter control unit and Insert the latter In the focuslng knob (lower lcft), turnin3 it
to thc rlght to entrte the beyonet lock. Tlghten the retainlng scrcw S. For zero celibratlon (lower
right) the meter needle should be In linc with the calibretlon merk O when the cell lt completcly
covered. lf thlr lr not the cerc removc the meter contr',ol unit rgein and edf ust the settlng rcrew Z
tn the beck.

Using the Rolleitlex T Exposur., Meter
The photo-electric exposure meter has two measuring ranges. On

the top left-hand corner of the name plate, a switch operates the high
or low range3. 'fhe rneasuring indicator is built into the focusing knob
on the left-hand side of the canrera.
l. Set the fiIm specd by turning the adjusting ring until the correct

speed appears in the clrt-out above the indicator mark for ASA or
DIN. Dots indicate intermediate values.

2. Set the nteasuring range. In bright light out-of-doors, turn the meas-
uring range switch on the top left-hand corner of the "Rolleiflex"
name plate upwards so that the red dot is covered" In poor light
and indoors turn the measuring range switch down so that the red
dot is uncovered.

3. Measure the exposure value. Turn the finely serrated ring to line up
the red pointer rvith the black meter needle. With the range switch
turned upwards (red dot covered) read off the correct exposure
value in the forward window of the knob. In poor light, with the
range switch turned dow'n (red dot uncovered) read off the exposure
value in the rear red window. The figures are full exposure values,
the dots indicate half-values.

4. Set the exposure value on the shutter (see above, Shooting No. 2).

Installing the Exposure Meter
l'he Rolleiflex T, even when without exposure meter, is pre-wired for

subsctluent installation of the meter.
l. Fit the meter cell by unscrewing the camera name plate with the

special pin supplied with the separate meter. Replace the name plate
by the photo-cell and replace the screws.

2. Insert the meter conhol unit into the focusing knob. Remove the
three screws at the retaining ring of the film indicator dial and let
the dial drop out. Loosen tlre retaining screw below the film type
indicator window of the meter control unit as far as it will go. The
control unit is now inserted into the focusing knob with the red
indicator windorv on top, pushed gently inwards and turned clock-
wise until it locks. Tigliten the retaining screw again.

3. Zero calibration. When the photo-cell is completely covered up, the
black pointer should be in zero position, pointing to the short green
Iine. If the black pointer does not point to the green line turn the
retaining screw as far as it rvill go, turn the rneter to the left to
disengage it from its bayonet sockct and remove it. Adjust the screw
in the upper ceni.re of the back of the control unit until the black
indicator needle points to the green index mark.

Reinsert the control unit, lock into position and tighten the
retaining screw.

Thc mcter is now ready for use.

To urc rhc rncter firrt rct thc film rpced (ref!), then polnt thc crmcre et thc rublect tnd turn thc
rcttlng rin3 to line up the scttin3 polntcr with the meter needlc (centrc left). Rcrd off the cxporurG
vafuc in th- rpproprlrte window (centrc rightl, rnd sct thc cemere to thls cxporure velue (rfghr).

Thc cxposurs rncter hu two measuring
ranges controlled by a swltch at the top
of the mcter ccll. With this switch
pushc,J upwardl, the meter rerds GX-
porure values in bright light; the rppro-
priatc expo$ure value lr read off in the
front window (left). In poor light push
the switch downwards and read off chc
cxporure value In the rear window on
thc rlm of the focuslng knob (right).
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Special Controls
TIME EXPosuREs. with the shutter speed lever set to B or to

any of the- green numbers, the shutter opens on pressing the release
button and stays open until you let go. The values in green indicate
the- required time in full seconds if you change from a large aperture
with a slow shutter speed to a small aperturb at the samb exposure
value, setting. These figures thus serve for calculation only and the
actual exposure must be made by counting the seconds while keeping
the release depresqed. To keep the shutter open for a long time, depresi
the release and lock the release guard for the required time. Alternatlvely
use a cable release-preferably with lock.

FI.ASH SYNCHRONIZATION. For X synchronization, set the
flash lever (on the right of the taking lens) to the flash symbol (a zig-zag
arrow) for M synchronization to the bulb symbol. While the camera
witl aicept the itandard 3 mm. co-axial plug, a special Rolleiflex flash
plug with lead is available to connect to the flaih socket on the left
side of the camera. This special plug locks into position and can onty
be removed by pushing down the locking lever on the side of thb
ffash socket. Models since l97l have no adjustable flash; the fixed
flash contact is X synchronized.

THE SELF-TIMER. A self-timer (delayed action) is built-in, which
pcrmits the photographer to appear in the picture. Place the camera on
a rigid support, best a tripod. Pull out the self-timer lever (which is at
the same time the flash lever) and move it to the position marked "V".
Advance the film first. On pressing the shutter release, the shutter will
open after a delay of approximately l0 seconds.

INTENTIONAL DOUBLE EXPosuREs are not possible with
this model.

THE ROLLEI-MAGIC r, tr
O THE ROLLEI MAGIC I is the most automatic Rollei. It has a
3 in. (75 mm.) Xenar f 3"5lens. A focusing wheel on the camera front
works the combined front cell focusing movement of taking and finder
tens. An automatic exposure control system consists of a built-in photo-
electric meter geared to the continuous-range Prontomat S shutter.
Flash and time exposures with individual aperture selection are
possible. An automatic filter factor control adjusts the exposure meter
when filters are used. The brilliant focusing scre€n has a removable
folding hood with magnifier and frame finder.

With the l6-exposuremaskset, l6exposures2|x lSin.or l* x l8 in.
(supe1 slide size) are possible in place of the standard 12 exposures
2Ix2I in. The film counter automatically switches over accoiding to
the frame size selected. The Rollei-Magic takes a special Rolleiflash tvt
gun which fits into the camera accessory shoe on the side without use of
a cable. Accessories further include the pentaprisrn, Rolleifix tripod
head, pl_qorpma head, and all optical accessories in size II bayonet
mount (filters, lens hood, close-up, soft focus and tele and wide--angle
attachment lenses). Neither the plate back nor the 35 mm. Rolleikin
out6t can be used.

THE ROLLEI MAGIC II has, in addition to the automatic operation
of shutter/aperture, the choice of manual control of shutter spe6ds from
l/30 to l/500 sec. and aperture of f 3.5 to f 22. The exposure merer is
additionally calibrated in exposure values and can be-used when the
camera is set for manual operation. In all other respects, including
range of accessories, model II is the same as Rollei Magic I.

Looding
1. Open the camera back.
2. Insert the fiIm. First transfer the empty spool in the bcttom chamber

to the top chamber. Press the black metal end of the rectangular plate
on the camera side, remove the empty spool and insert it by a similar
action into the top chamber. The grooved end of the spool should
engage the crossbar of the film transport peg.

Insert the film roll into the bottom chamber after breaking
the seal. Draw the pointed paper end over the two glide rollers into
the wide slot of the top spool. Tighten the paper on this spool. Now
wind the transpoi t crank until the triangular marks (or arrows) on
the backing paper are opposite the red dots on either side of the film
aperture.

3. Close the camera.
4. Get the fiIm ready for the first exposure by turning the transport

crank until it comes to a definite stop. Then turn it back and fold' over to the rest position. The exposure counter sets itself auto-
matically to No. l.
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Dhooting with thc Rolloi-Mtgic. From lcft u right: Advencc thc film wlth thc film crenk; chcck thc
mcrcr ntcdlc to mtkc surc rhtt thc light conditionr erc edcqurtc for .n lutomltic cxposurc; focur
thc inrlgc rherply on thc tcrGcn; prcst thc rclcesc to cxpotc.

5. Set the film speed in the cut out window in the top of the camera
front. Depress the milled button and turn it to bring the speed cf
the film in the carnera opposite the approprriate ASA or DIN mark.

(Inloading
l. Wind off the filrn.
2. Open the camera back.
3, Remove ttre exposed film. Then close canlera or reload.

Shooting
l. Advance the film. Swing out the crank and turn it forward until it

strlps, and back again to stop. This operation tensions the shutter,
advanccs the film to the next frarne, and sets the exposure counter'.

2. Focus and determine the picfure area. Open the hood by lifiing up the
back edge. To close it, fold in both sides and pull back the front. To
raise the magnifier, press the tr*nt panel of the open hood gently
inrvards. To close, push the magni{ler down.

Turn the focusing wheel with the left thumb to get the image
sharp on the screen. A distance scale alongside the setting range
scale (below) shows the foru'ard distance.

'I"o use the hood as direct vision sports finder press in the front panel
of the open hood as far as it will go. To close, top the sides of the
hood gently. lior eye-level viewing you can also use the pentaprism.

3. Check the setting range and meter needle. Look at the rvindow in
the right-hand side of the camera (above the release lever) to check
that the indicator in the rear window points to "A" for automatic
working, or, in Rollei Ma.gic II that it is set to "Auto".

If the camera has previously been used for time or flash exposures
or, in Rollei Magic trI, for manual operation, turn the right-hand
wheel on the camera front until it clicks into the '6A" position in the
window"

Watch the pointer in the centre on top of the camera front. If
the white needle is visible between the two red bands, there is
suflficient light to take the picture.

3fl. Manual Operation of speed and aperture on Rollei Magic II.
(a) Determine the exposure value. After pointing the camera at the
subject you can read offthe exposure value to the right of the pointer
position. Interrnediate positions between two index lines con'espond
to intermediate values.
O) Set the exposure value by first disengaging the automatic setting:
turn the click-stclp wheel until No. l8 exposure value appears, bring
it into the centre of the window; then depress the locking button in
the ccntre of the wheel and turn wheel until the exposure value shown
by the rneter appears in the window-the middle of the three lower
windows. This provides the combinations of shutter speeds and
apertures, each of which will give tbe correct exposure.

THE ROLLEI.MAGIC

Exporure Values

Hood

l'leter need le

Screen

Filnr speeds

Shutter Specd
Meter cell

Film counter

Scale windows

Exposure Veluc
Exposure wheel

Focus wheel
Depch of Fleld

Shurter Releasc

Filter window

Crank
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(c) Select speed/aperture combination. On turning the wheel to the
shutter speed required, it clicks into position in the middle of the
top of the three lower windows; the corresponding aperture sets itself
at the same time to give correct exposure. The procedure can be
reversed by setting with the wheel the aperture required and the
shutter speed will set itself automatically for correct exposure.

The range of combinations ls exhausted when you go to l/30 sec.
or beyond f 22.

The top scale in the window below the distance to which the lens
has been set indicates the depth of field for the aperture selected.

5. Release the shutter gently by pressing the release lever on the lower
right-hand side of the camera. On Rollei Magic I, and Rollei
Magic II when set to "Auto", this also sets the correct aperture and
shutter speed immediately before the exposure.

Special Controls
TIME EXPOSURES. For time exposures on Rollei Magic I, press

the short protruding button on the left side of the camera front, near the
base. At the same time turn the right-hand wheel on the camera front
until the green coloured band with aperture numbers appears in the
window in the side above the release. In this position, the automatic
control is disengaged and the shutter will remain open as long as
the release lever is depressed. The aperture required is set opposite the
index mark in the green field. Use a cable release; this screws into the
socket in the grey rim near the release lever.

On Rollei Magic II set "8" (in geen) into the shutter speed window
by turning the setting wheel; select aperture by turning wheel with the
centre button depressed.

FLASH. A standard 3 mm. co-axial plug isr fitted into the centre of
the accessory shoe in the left-hand side of the camera. The camcra is
X-synchronized. To use flash on Rollei Magic I, press the button on
the left side of the camera front near the base and turn the right-hand
wheef on the camera front until the red coloured band with aperture
figures appears in the window above the release lever. In this position,
the automatic control is disengaged and the shutter works with a
fixed speed of l/30 sec. (suitable for ffash bulbs and electronic flash).
The aperture required is set in the red field against the irtdex mark.

On Rollei Magic II set shutter speed to l/30 sec. (with electronic
flash l/30 to l/500 sec. can be used) and set aperture by turning wheel
with centre button depressed.

FILTER FACTOR SETTING. The exposure increase requireC
when using filters can be set automatically. Mount the filter on the
taking lens and rotate it clockwise until the appropriate factor (in
minus exposure values-as engraved on the filter rim) appears in the
cut-out on the left of the lens mcunt.

CFIANGING THE FOCUSING MAGNIFIER. On the Rollei-
Magic, both the upper magnifier and the rear magnifier can be changed
to correct faulty vision.

To change th€ upper magnifier, open the hood and griP the le_ns

from above and below. Pull it back and then lift it up and out. To
insert, push the magnifier forward against the retaining springs and let
it snap into place. To clean it, hold down the magnifier with the direct
viewfinder flap open.

To change lhe-rear magnifier, remove and open the focusing hogd.
Grip the two retaining clips on either side of the rear pegp window with
both thumbs from the inside of the rear and pull back the retaining
lever. After changing the magnifier, push the retaining spring forward
until it snaps into place.
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THE ROLLEIFLEX 4x4
O This is the l*x l* in. (+x4 cm.) model of 1957. (Earlier Rolleiflex
4x4 models are described in the section on early models.) It has a
2t in. (60 mm.) Xenar f3.5 lens in a Synchro-Compur shutter. A
single setting ring controls the cross-coupled aperture and shutter
speed setting and the self-locking exposure value scale. The shutter
release is locked while the hood is closed. The camera has a fine grain
polished field lens type ground glass screen in the fixed (not removable)
finder hood.

This model accepts size I bayonet mounted optical accessories
(filters, lens hood, close-up and soft focus lenses) and the Rolleifix
tripod head, panorama. head, micro-attachment. and pistol grip.

Loading
l. Open the camera back.
2. Insert the fiIm. Transfer the empty spool in the bottom chamber to

the top chamber. Press the red arrow on the tab in the lower
chamber and remove spool. Pull out the film wind knob of the top
chamber and insert the spool, with its slotted end towards the film
knob.

Insert the film roll into the bottom chamber and push the spool
inwards. Break the seal and draw up the paper over the two rollers
into the wide slot of the empty spool. Stop the full film spool from' unrolling with the thumb. Turn the transport knob two to three
times to anchor the paper leader securely.

3. Close the camera.
4. Get the fitn ready for the first exposure by turning the film knob

until it locks. The film counter wili now show No. l.
5. Set the film speed indicator by pressing the milled button in the centre

of the focusing knob, and turning to bring the desired value into
the DIN or ASA cut-out.

Unloading
1. Wind ofr the film end by turning the transport knob through five or

six turns (more does no harm) after the last exposure.
2. Open the camera back.
3. Remove the exposed fiIm, then close the camera or reload.

Shooting
1. Advance the ftlm by turning the film knob until it locks. This

operation tensions the shutter, advances the film to the next frame,
and sets the film counter.

2. Set the exposune value. The exposure value is ascertained from

either an exposure meter, or the table on the back of the c€unera.
To set it, press back the small serrated lever at the left-hand side
of the lens and move it up or down until the required exposure value
is opposite the red dot on the right-hand side of the lens. If the
exposure value cannot be reached, re-engage the lever and move
back a short distance; then repeat the original procedure.

3. Select the aperture/speed combination. Each exposure value repre-
sents a range of shutter speed/aperture combinations covered by a
single setting. You can choose any shutter speed or aperture without
changing the exposure.
Press the aperture lever to the left of the taking lens firmly against
the shutter speed ring, and turn the two together to bring the desired
aperture/speed combination opposite the arrow head (top left of
the taking lens).

The Synchro-Compur shutter has speeds of l, t, L +, l/15, I/30,
l160, lll25, 11250, 1/500 sec. and B. The values l, 2,4, 8, etc., to
500, are fractions of seconds and stand, therefore, for l, L, L |, etc.
to 1i 500 sec.

To set the aperture and shutter speed independently, set first the
shutter speed (if necesS&ry, first move the aperture lever in the
opposite direction). Then disengage the aperture lever and move it' separately.

4. Focus and determine the picture area. To open the reflex hood, lift
up the back edge of hood. To close, press the sides inwards, simul-
taneously pulling down the top. The shutter release is locked when
the hood is closed.

Bring the magnifier into position by pressing against the open
finder front panel. To close, fold down the magnifier.

Turn the focusing knob to get the image sharp on the screen.
To use the hood as a direct viewfinder, press the front panel ol

the open hood inwards as far as it will go. To close, gently press
on the right-hand panel; the front panel will then spring back.

Special Controls
TIME EXPOSURES. With the shutter sperd set to B, the shutter

opens on pressing the release button and stays open until you let go.
The values in the green section of the shutter speed scale indicate the
required time in full seconds if you change from a large aperture with a
slow shutter speed to a small aperture at the same exposure value
setting. These figures thus serve for calculation only and the actual
exposure must be made by setting the shutter to B and counting the
seconds while keeping the release depressed.

FLASH SYNCI{RONIZATION. Before adjusting the synchroniz-
ing control, press in the srnall button below the taking lens. This
unlocks the lever. For X synchronization set the flash control (to the
right of the taking lens) to the electronic flash symbol (a zig-zag arrow),
for M synchronization set to the bulb symbol. While the camera will
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rHE ROLLEIFLEX 4x4

Hood
Distance scalc

Transport knob

Focur knob

Filrn countcr

Exposure lever
Aperture and shutte:

rcalec

Synchro.lcvcr

Rolease

Flash rocket
Flerh lock

Exporurc veluel

Thc focusing hood ls not rcmovablc, bug has to be opened before the retease ls free. The distoncc scolc
on the..focusinS- knob movei past a depth of fieid scale. The focusing knob irsetf incorporates I
film lndicotor. Thc tronsport knob a.dvanier the film from franne'to fraine rnd automatically locks.
Thc film cou.nter shows the numb,:r of exposurer already -.a". The cxposure volue lcver selects
Gxposure valuer on the appropriate scale end can also chenge the aperture/speed combinatlon. The
synchronizing lever selectr X oi M riynchronlzation and tensl6nr thc ielGtimcr; lt can only be moved
on. releasfng tho flosh lock underneath the taking tcnr. The releose button Incorporatcs a cable
rclerse rockct.

Shootlng wlth tho Rollelflex 4 x4" Frun left to right.' Advencc the film; set the cxpos!,,re vrlue; rcloc3
thG rpprpprletc epcrture/tpc,ed comblnrtlon; focur the lmage on the rcrccn; press the rcleerc to
expose.

accept the standard 3 mm. co-axial plug, a special Rollciflex flash plug
wittl lead is available to connect to the flash socket. T'his is just below
the lens on the lef,t of the camera front. The piug locks into position and
can only be removed by turning the locking rim at the base of the
flash socket.

THE SEI-F-TIMER. A self-timer (delayed action) is built-in, whictr
permits the photographer to appear in the picture. Place the camera
on a rigid support, best a tripod. Unlock the synchronizing button as
for X or I\,{ synchronization (above) and move the control to "V'n.
Advance the Jtlrn .first" On pressing the shutter release, the shutter will
open after a delay of approximately l0 seconds.

CHANGING THE F-OCLJSING MAGNIFIER. C)pen the hood
and magnifier and push in the front flap. Grip the magnifier lens from
above and below, and pull it towards the rear of the hood, pressing
down at the same time. To insert the lens, push it forward against the
spring and let it engage.
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OROLLEIFLEX AUTOMAT SERIES
These arc the Rolleiflexes with automatic.loading feature (originallyintroduced in l lt), setting *tt6iti?i,iailrture anA ;hurter speed, butno exposure meter.
THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.gD has a 3| in. (g0mm.)planarorXenorar

[2.8lens in a svnchro-compgq it ultei ;ith ;ip95,itt'"u]ue scate. Thefgg*Te- magn ifi er in the nxia hood il aojustauie 
-b;t 

noi Gt.riiii"s;able. A 35 IrIm- film counter knob-ii U-.rifiinto the camera for use withthe 35 rnm. attachment. Aperture and shutter speed are coupled toeach gthel; the coupling 9an u" li*ttrulio.-A iliih 6i'n"to scate is
QRPosite the focuging scale. A doubtiiiposure release is fitted intothe transport crank. A nm speed ano iype-i"oiiitbi;; tt"ilr il; bd;;exposure meter.

THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.g chas 3 *.b. (80 mm.) ptanar or Xeno tar.f 2.glcns in Synchro:qolnpgr shutter *ittroui i*posure value iettings. Thespeed.range- is slightlv different from ttrai oi ttr" -oo;l tlD, and so arethe release lock and-flash cable tocL. $neciai iocr.itrg;i-r prevent in-advertent changing of the aperture and itrutter speed settings.
THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.8 is basically a Rolleiflex Automat 3.5 (seebelow) fitted witl 

" 
3 i in. (-80 rnrnJ fFi i i z.t Ii;; il;eJmpur-napid

Qater version: Synchro-Compuii rttutt"" l"ith 
-;'-ftigf,iit 

speed ofll4/dJ: sec. onlv the latest modeis traue an iojurq;btg ;rr$;;, ptt. rr"i35 mm. Rolleikin II) and q. Irn!- rvnJ#oniiaiioir.-Tttr *-era ishandled in the sam: yry as. the noneihli A"I.dt J.s,-"i"ept for theself-timer,-yUch is a separate revei;a6iire Roleiflex 2.gc.The Rolleiflex 2.8D 
-and 

2.8C accept ii' UI, ;;a ALU"ifle* Z.gsry {I, bayonet-mounted acce_ssoriis: nti.d-r*i't ooo,iror.-up andsoft focus lenses. The Rolleiflex 2.aD 
-i;ties 

the model II Rolleikin
35 mm. attachment; the Rolleiflex 2.SC takes the Rolleikin I attachment.other a@essorieq^ar9 the prate.peqtlq; ;i-".gre exposures on plates orsheet qlrn, 

-flash. attachment, Roueifix trlp"a f;ead;;iili;ii, binocurarextension hood,.panorama hea{, miCr6 atiactrmlri,-u[o' the Rollei_merer. (an opticar rangefinder to be used d co;jil;li6n ,iir, it Jiiurbfinder).
THE ROLLEIFLEX AUTOM:AT 3:5,.produced between the years

1937 and t 955, underwent a numbe; ;i-;fds;-i" d*H.
The lens is a, Tessar 3. in. (7 s.!ny)!3j (x;.n.a ,.f 1 s i;;iew models)in a.svnchro-compur shuttir tt-ilsoo G) *iir, riuirt-in'illlyed action.Earlier models have a comfur-B"pr-o 

-ir,utt... 
The finder hood ofearlier models contains 1n eyi-level r?flei;itr;, il;'ft;me finder.The finder lens of th.e first- (1.937) uiiiion- ft"r ;-t8.j-;;t. push-onmount, while $e 1$ing lens has a size I bayonet mount. Lircr 

-on,

both finder and taking lens trave iiir-fbi;net mounts.
The latest version of the Rolleiflex Automat 3.5 has a Synchro-Compur

shutter with exposure value scale, couptJdlperture atia strutter speed
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settlngs, .anq xM synghronlzation. Models before l95l are xsvnchroniTad, those before 1949 have il-fltth .-it"Jt. ThJ foA;d;knob of versions after t9s4 has i b;ittd fifffiff;i";, ana tn;;models also incorporate a doubli 
"*p-orui" 

ir,"ur..All Rolleiflex i.5 models take riiti b;ionet-mounted filters, Iens
!og-d,.- close-up--and soft focus lenG. otf,;. accessories include theRolleikin I of II (according io thJieiiaiN;. of the camera), 35 mm.
fi I m at tachmen t, pia te back-for sin g G-i-porul..t on.ptaieJoi srreet fi Im,Rollei-Marin housing _fol "tlg"d;tr; ;h;ogrqRhv (cameras uF ro
Nor. 1,427,9.99 use the Rollei-Mqrin _r, ci-.iu, above this No. use theRollei-Marin 2), . panorama. h"iA,' miiio attaittm;;,- binocularextension hood and (synclTgnqea gqg"lrl-11'' noUei flash. The modelssince 1950 can be us6<t with tn. nott-iniei"., uo optiiif-rangefinder,which transforms the frame tin.Jei inio ;-i;;dios T;;; finder. .Ihe
last Rolleiflex 3.5 model of 1955 witi itso u.rcptihe R;}iiniiiip"Jhead and pistol grip.

Looding
l' Open the camera back. On rnodels with adjustable pressure platecheck that the pressure plate is cbrreciii r"f so that it i symbol ofa roll film is visible.
2. fnsert the fiIm.
3. Close the camera back.
4. Get the film ready.
5. Set the film- speed -anq ffpe -on Roneiflex z.gc, 2.gD and raterAutomat 3.5 models. Tury _the centrenar of irie-io"uring ffibclockwise until the rPeed of the rum touoed into trre camira appearsin the appropriate DIN or ASA ;64;;;then rurn it anti-clockwiseto uncover the type of film used in the cut_out.

Unloading
l. Wind off the fthn.
2. Open the camera back.
3. Remove the exposed fitm, then close the camera or reload.

Shooting
l. Advance the ffLn. Swing out the crank and turn it forward with onecontinuous swing unti-l it stops, tti"n 6""k A;il- iJ'rtop. Thisoperation tensions the shutter, advances ine mniio ttr" nCif frurni,and sets the film counter.
2. *t the exposure value of the cameras with exposure value scale.The .exposure yalue. is engrav.ed on it J ;h"tdilrii"g wheer innumbers from 4 to 18. To iet it, depress ttre cenir. oit}i. aperturewheel and at the same time turn thb shutter speed r'ut..t until theindex in the speed wheel points to itri 

"xposure 
value required.

'#.
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THE ROLLEIFLEX I\UTOMAT 1954 AND 2.8D

Peep window

Thc pecp wlndow shows the apcrture.end shutter speed settings acrually in u.se. The fixed foc.using hood
fncorporttes a foldlng magnlfier and an eye-level mirror. The cxposure voloe scole is on the shutter
spced'wheel; the lattir is cross-co_upled with the operture wheel. The self-timer opcrates independently
of the flrsh synchronizing iever. The focusing knob incorporates t film indicator. The releose buttc.n
wlth cable relcasc socket, incorporates l tirne exposure and safety lock. The synchronizlng lever
surrounds the flosh socket. The film transport crank incorporates a doublc exposure releose for
Intentlonal double exposures.
Thc abovc detailt apil)/ to the Rolleiflex 3.5; thc features of thc model 2.8D are slmiler, cxcePt
for rhe targer tenrei, 

-a 
dlffcrent synchronlzing lever Incorponrtlng thc self-tlmer !ever (in t-hc

posltion of ihe self-tlmcr on thc modcl 3.5), end r film counter for 35 mm. films (see inset top left).

Shootlng wlth the Rollelflex 3.5. From left to rlght: Wlnd tho crank to tenslon the shutter; tct the
cxposurL value; select thc eperturc/speed comblnatlon; focus thc lmege on the screen; prcts thc
rclcrse to cxpose.

Each exposure value presents a range ol shutter speed/aperture
combinations covered by a single setting, which are interlocked.

On carneras without exposure value scale, set the shutter speed by
turning the shutter speecl knob until the required speed appears in
the peep window on top of the camera front. The values given (1,
2, eic.,1o 5Ct0) are lractions of a second and stand, thereftlre, for
I sec., I sec., 1/50 sec., etc.

On the Rolleiflex 2.8C the shutter speed (and aperture) setting
wheel can only be moved by pressing the shiny rim surrounding tlie
top of the wheel"

The shutter built into the Iater Rolleiflex Automat is the
Synchro-Contpur, with specds of l, 1,*, *, l/15, l/30, I160,!11.25,
11250 and l/500 sec. erld B (for brief lirne exposures). Earlier
Rolleiflex Atrtomats are fitted with the Synchro-Compur or Compur-
Rapid shutter, giving exposures of, l, +, I l5,ll10, l 2;, 1150, l,'l-ry,
lns} and l/500 sec. (l/400 sec. on the Rolleiflex 2.8C and first 2.8)
as well as B.

3. Set the ap€rture or aperture/speed combination. On models with
exposure ialue scale both spced anc! aperture are corltrolled by.the
shutter speed wheel. To change the shutter/aperture combination,
just movb the shutter speed setting wheel until ttre winciow shows
itre required aperture or shutter speed respectively. .lncidenillly,
intermediate light values can also be set, e.9., 5], 6|, etc. While
normally the speed and aperture controls are fully interlclcked, the
centre oi the aperture wheel can be depressed and the aperture and
shutter speed may be set independently. On the first models with
exposure value scale, the aperture wheel changes only the aperture
(and exposure value) without any locking catch. In th-at case set
itre shulter speed first for independent settings, and then the
aperture.' 

On models without exposure value scole, set the apertge by
turning the aperture wheel to bring the required figure into the
peep window.

4. Focus and determine the picture area. Open the reflex hood of the
Rolleiflex Automat 3.5 by pushing back the rear catch. The hinged
magnifier can be folded upwards for use. To close, fold down. To
close the hood, pull it down backwards.

On the Rolleiflex 2.BC and 2.8D, open hood by pushing it up
with one finger. The magnifier is brought into position by pulling
up the small catch in the top o{ the hood. To close it, press the
magnifier. Close the hood by pulling it down-

furn the focusing knob (with all models) to get the image sharp
on the screen.

To use the eye-level frame finder of the Automat models after
1949 push in the front panel of the op_en hood" This also brings
down a second mirror in the hood for focusing through the lower
eyepiece in the back. Models before 1949 have no frame finder,
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THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.8C but permit eye-level focusing bJ a mirr-or^in thc hood' To use this

,,,ffi;; p"U 6acf< the lever a-t the side of the hood.

The built-ili-*ugnin"t ;iR;il"iflex 2.8D and 2'8C is adjustablc

to correct f;; i;ft-;t"tieniS*iog tttg magnifier outwards until

the lines oo iitr gio.,nA glais screen can be clearly seen'

5. Relesse the shutter gently by 
- 

n^i9rying the rel-ease button' The

release of the Rolleiflex 2.8br ir8- u"ttd later Automats 3 5 has

itui"ty catch which can be locked'

Special Controls
TIME EXPOSURES are made with the shutter set to B' Orr depres-

sing the release, the shutt., *iU iemain open until the pressure on the

release is removecl. For long time exposures use a cable release; this

screws into the ""nt." 
of th"e ielease button (or into a socket on the

ii-"i"-iio"i; tr t# case of the earliest models).

FLASH SyNCHRoNIZAiioI'i:- nouein.* models 2'8q, 2'q9

ancl later Rolleiflex nutottlatt 
- utt XM-svnchronized' For X-

synchrgnizarion .rct the synciii".ir-g le-v9r^1n.Il to the flash socket

or_on the 2"gc-between th;i;nroli" X, for M -synchronization to

M. On the model 2.ED the iever is next to the fiirder lens' Earlier

Rolleiflex Automats have no r.tiing 
-iever 

and are perrnanently X-

synchronized; ;h; fi.ti modeis ite ndt.synchronized at all'
"' \ihii;';ll- lynchr*nizer"l .tt't"*t wili accept the standard 3 mm'

co-axiat plus,il*;ili R"i[iiitinut[ Plue is,designgg f?t the later

models with a lead to conne; 6 ine nasn 
-socket on the base of the

camera front. Til;;ldlo.f.t-inb"nolition and can only be removed

;; ;..,-fit-ih. t*u.i swroundine the flash socket.

A DELAYED ACTTON RELI.XSEir*ti-timer) is built into Roilei-

flex Auromat and is uuton.,ufi"uft' i"oiio""ecl on'advancing th.e.fih,
rt is thus ut*uvi-r"uiifoi"r*. io- 6rioglt into action, push the delaved

action release button on top ";ttt. 
i"til..u front in the direction of the

arrow. After ;;;6y;i ;6";i lit J;;ds. it wilr then auromatica[v

rclease the shutter.
With the z.8Cand D, the setf-timer is workeO !y a.lever on the top

.igiif oi ih; i;;;;;;"1:-ilr,i, i*u"r is not rinked with the film transport

and m,,,t be tensioned t"pu.uLt'- U*ioi" use (move in the direction of

;;; *arked "V" on model z'qP-).'^
DEI-1BERATE DSUBLfi-ExfOSURES are. possible with the

Z.BC,2.8D uod tnrf*i i.S -oa"tt. The control is a milled seglnent

below the film crank. To teni-ion ttr shutter a second time (after an

ex p osure) withoi: iiO 
" "niin 

g'iiiJif mlp"stt this se gment in the cl i rect i o n

of the arrow and turn the ciant Uu"t*ards through one rcvolution'

Magnifier

Shutter wheel

Peep window

Self-timer
35 mm. knob

Apertu re wheel

Focus knob

Double exPosur€
release

Flash socket
Synchro-levcr

Release
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EARLIER ROLLEIFLEX AUTOMATS

Hood

Foelease

Peep window

Flash socket

Self-timer

Release
Shutter speeds

Focus knob

Apertures
Cabie sockot

Release
Synch ro- iever
Flash socket

Magnifier

OEARLY ROLLEIFTEX MODELS
These cameras do not have the automatic loading feature (feeler

rollers) of the Automat and subsequent models, nor are the film
transport and shutter tensioning interlocked, except on one model.
Apertures and shutter speeds are set by levers.

THE ROLLEIFLEX ST'ANDARD NEW resembles the earlier
Automat modeis in appearairce. lt fras a 3 in. (75 mrn.) Tessar "f 3.5lens,
Compur-Rapid shutter ( I - I i 500 sbrc.), trut no self-tirner. The film
transport crank also tensions thc shutter; the relea$e button is on the
front of the camera. The vieiving and taking lenses take size I L'ayonet-
mounted accessories. T'he fincler hood has an eye-level mirror, but no
frame finder. Reduction of the screen area compensates for paralJax.

THE ROLLEIFLF,X S'IAI{DARD (also known as the lever wind)
Iras a 3 in. (75 mrn.) Tessar f 4.5,f 3.8 or/3.5 lens. Early modelshave
a Cornpur shutter (l to 1i300 sec., B and T), later ones a Compur-
Rapid (l*l/500sec., B and T)" The lens mount takes 28.5 mrn. push-on
accessories. The finder lens aperture is/3.1. l-he finder hood has a
framefinder but no mirror. Parallax is cornpensated by reduction of the
reflex picture. The film transpori is a lever crank; this does not tension
ttre shutter.

AI-L STANDARD MODELS can be used with the Rolleikin l
35 mm. attachruent, plate back for single exposures on plates or she€t
film, panorarna hald and extension hood.

TI{H R.OLLEIFLEX 4x4 (pre-1939). This model was originally
known as the Baby Rolleiflex, then renamed Sports Rolleiftex, and is a
scaled-down Rolleiflex Standard fitted with a 2t in. (60 mrt.) Tessar
13"5 or f 2.8 in a Contpur or Ceimpur-Rapid shutter, for l2 exposures
i8x l8 in. (4x4 cm.) on 127 size fikn. Several versions exist; theyare
hanclled in the same way as the large size Rolleiflex cameras of the same
period. The early RoUeiflex 4 x 4 models have 28.5 rnrn. push-on lens
httings and aperture and shutter scales marked around the taking lens.
l-ater models take size I bayonet-mounted accessories and have a
peep window for exposure settings. The cameras accept the salne
accessories as the Rolleiflex Standard (except the plate back and 35 mm.
Rolleikin back).

THE ORIGINAL ROLLETFLEX (Vintage 1928-1929) takes six
exposures 2| x 2lin. (6 x 6 cm.) on Bl (size I l7) film. It can be converted
to take l2 exposures 2| x 2f in. on 620 film. The film transport is a
winding knob, exposures are counted in a red window. It is fitte(l with
a 2f in. (70 mm.) Tessar f 4.5 or f' 3.8 in a Compur shutter (l to l/300
sec., B and T). The finder hood has a built-in mirror for eye-le_vel
reflex foc'using. The parallax is conrpensatccl by reduction of the reflex
picture. The taking lens mount dian'reter is 24 mrn. (push-on fitting).
The only ilccessories rnade for this rnodel are filters, lens hood and
Proxar closo-up lcnscs.

Shoorring with the Rolleiflex Autornet. From left a right: Work thc trenrport crrnk to edvrncs thc
frlm enJ tension the shutrer; ser thc shuttar rpccd; rct thc rporturc; focur thc imegc on thr
rcroon; prcsr the rcleesc to expost"
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THE ROLLEIFLEX STANDARD

Rdorr
Frrnr findrr mirror

Hood

Pop window

Filrn countor
Countrr rattint

Frrmr findrr

Shuttrr rpradr

f.ocur knob
Shuttrr rpocdr

Apcrturcr

Cebh rockct
Rclcero

Crrnk

Thr plcorc on th. Sttndrd Ncw modcl clrricl r protcctivc auerd. Thc frome findcr mirror serv.E to
lino up tht oyo ccntnlly behind tht findtr fremc of thc pertly foldcd hmd. Thc pcep window indicetcr
lpcrturG end rhuttcr rpccd nttin3r. Tho f,fm cdtn|,r it couplcd with thc tronsporl, cronk; at tho
boginnin3 of ovory film e rpcciel button ru3ot! tht countcr to No. l. Thc rhuttsr spcedr end
rportur.c rs rct by lcvcrs to cach ridc of thc teking lonr. Thr rclcosc lcver h ured both to tcnrion
rnd to rclr na tha rhuttor.
Thr lbovc dcteitr .pplt to thc 2lx21in. Rollciflox Stenderd medo bctwccn 1932 end 1938. Thc
Stendlrd Ncw her tho fllm trirn3port couplcd with thc rhuttcr tcnrioning and har thc shuttcr relcaso
u I button on tho front pencl; thir modcl alro has e diffcrant typc of hood er ured on thc letcr
Autornet (lnsct, top ,"ft).
Tho Sports Rollciflox lergsly followr thc dcri3n o{ thc Stenderd Rollciflax. Errly modcb, howcvcr,
hevr tho rhutrcr not cncucd with thc rprcdr rtt on e ring end thc rpcrturat by r rcparets lcvcr
(bodonr of right-hoil Fonel).

Shootinr wlth tht Rolloiflrx Stendrd. Fron l4l u right: Work thr trenrport crank to edvancr
rhr filmi rt tho rhutttr rperd; t.t th. lonr eprnurr; focur thr imego on th. 3round 3lur rcrun;
trnrion (l) rnd rulanl (2) tho rhuttrr to .xpoe..

Loading
l" Open the camera back. Pull the latch down and swing the back opcn.

There is no locking latch, except on the Standard New.
2. Insert the film by drawing the paper end over the two elide rollers

above and below the film aperture, and into the wide slot of the
take-up spool. A tlu'ee-quarter turn on the crank wiil tighten the
filrn and prevent the paper end from slipping out of the slot. Make
rure the paper runs straight from spool to spool. On the original
Rolleiflex sirnply turn the transport knob enough to tigbten the film
and see that it runs straight.

3. Close the camera. On the Standard New do not close the second
locking latch at this stage.

{" Get the film ready for the first exposure. Crank the film until a hand,
then a sequence of four dots, and finally the No. I appears in thc
rcd window. Now close the window as it has fulfilled its purposc.
Turn back the handle until it stops and fold it over into the rest
position. Then depress the pin above the transport crank base,
which will cause the counting mechanism to spring back to No. t
in the automatic film counting window. The camera is ready for the
first cxposure.

Early Standard Rolleiflex models have a second window in the
centre of the mmera back. This window, marked "81", was for
the now discontinued 117 film, and should be ignored.

With the Rolleiflex Standard New, crank until No. I appears in
the window before turning the locking catch of the back lock.
The camera is ready for the first exposure.

On the original Rolleiflex wind the film transport knob until No. I
appears in the window on the camera back.

Unbading
l. Wlnd ofr the ftlm.
2" Open the camera back.
3. Remove the erposed ftlm, then closc the camera or reload.

Slwoting
l" Advance tte fiIm. Swing out the crank and turn it forward with one

continuous swing until it locks. Then turn back again to stop.
On the original Rolleiflex wind the film transport knob until the

next nurnber on the film backing paper appears in the red film
window.

2. Set the shutter s@, The shutter is a Compur or Compur-Rapid
with speeds l, l, I 15, U 10, I125, 1i50, l/100, l/300sec. (onCompur-
Rapid ll250, 1/500) B and T. Set the shutter speed by moving the
shutter speed lever until the required spccd appears in the peep
window on top of the camcra front. The values given l, 2, 5, 10. etc.,
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rr;ptutcnt fractions of scconds ald stand, Qere{ore, for l,-1, U.1.5'
i/id s€c. etc. The shutter requires-tensrqnryg by first.pull+g Iq9
ritcase lever to the right (the Samc lever is then pushed to the left
to releasc).- 

6lp oity 4x4 models and in the original- Rolle{t* turn tb,€
ghutter specd ring to bring the rcquired speed oppositc the index
mark.- 

On the Rolleiflex Standard New, the ghutter is automatically
tensioned on transporting the film.

3. Set-til aperhre bi movlng the apertgrq lever on the right of the- 
camera frbnt (as scen from above) 

-until 
the required aperturc value

appears in thi pcep window on top of the camera front.-the 
original-Rolleiflex. and early 4x4 models have an aperttrre

le"er, wtriEtr has to be inoved td the chosen aperture engraved
around the shutter front.

4, Focrts- anA aetermine the picture ane!. Opcn the focusing hood.by-- 
ieieasing th" catch at the-back (on thc- Standard New b1 nushinS
ttre ieir-of the hood up). Swinb op the rnagnifier, and focus the
image on the scneen.-ffi; lotOine focusine hood of the Standard New and original
noliiinex nai an eye-lEvel reflex finder. This consists of a mirror
in the hood. and cdn be swung into posttion. On the other modelr
i-ne trooa can Ue folded down so as to leave only the front frame
;;l.-This is used as a sports finder with the aid of a.special sighting
mirror in the centre of ihe frame. To sight the subject, place.your
LVe Uetiod the frame so that you see the-eye qepect$ in the mirror.

J. i(enslon and rcIease the shutter gently by pushing the refease lever-' toiii;-riihi,-and ttren to the Eft. On the- original Rolleiflcx and
Ait 4 i? ritoOels tension by- pqUinq the- lever uq and relcase by

;*hi"t down. The shutter ofihi StandardNew needsno rcnsioning;
ielease by pressing the button.

Specbl Controls
FOR TIME E)GOSURES on the B sctting, the shutter remains

ope; as long as the release lever remains presryd to the left (-or

aot""l. for l6ng time exposures, sgt the shutter to T. On releasing, thG

Jtruttir will the-n open ind reniain open. Or! releasing the shutter a

stgg;a time, it will'close again. Thc shutter does not need tensioning
i"i-ii*" exposures or B oiT. Thc Standard New has no T setting.--U;of 

i'caUte release is advisable for time cxposures; it screws into
a socket on the shutter rim or camcra front.

I,ENS ATTACHMENTS AI.ID ACCESSORIES

Many of the Rollei acccssories are lens attachments to fit directly to
the bafonet mount of thc taking (aqd sometimes also viewing)- lens.
They iiclude Tele, wide-angle and'closc-up lenscs, 6lters, lens headr
and the micro-adaptcr.

Tele and Vi"de,,angle work with the Rolleiflar
For the Rolleiflex models with 45-mm. separation between taking

and finder lens: Models 3.5F, 2.8F, 3.583, 2.8E3 and also for the models
witn 42 mm. seDaration, (this exciudes only the 4 x 4, Tele and Wide-
angle Rolteiflei modeli 

-of 
the current series) the Zeiss MUTAR

attachments can be used.
MUTAR 0.7 is a 4-componcnt, wide-angle attachment inctcasing

the angle of view by one third and is therefore suitable for interiors,
arctrit&ture and strbet scenes where a wider angle of view is desired.

MUTAR 1.5 is a 5-component, tele attachment which bring! distant
subjects 50 per cent nearer and is therefore suitable for portraits, long
range and architectural-detail pltotgSr-aPhy.

lie Mutars are interchangeable double-lens attachments fitling ovcr
finder and taking lens and-are fixed:to the front bayonet. They arc
auiitaUte in the Sayonet sizes I, II, III, accor4ing to the camera lens
ftreie is no changd in expos*e Shen trsing these lenscs. When used

wiiti 
-the 

42-nun.- finder-iaking ldhs separation, slight vignetting 
^ 
of

thi finder image occurs, which-however-does not extend to the taking
lens nor does it affect accurate focusing.

Close-up Vorh uith the Rolleitle*
The unaided Rolleiflex can focus down to about 2t ft. and coven at

this distance a subject field of about 22x 23 in.
Work at still sh6rter distances is possible with closc-up supplemeg-

tary ienses. T*o identical lenses-, i.e. exactly matched in focal.length,
are required. one for the finder iens, the other for the taking lens, so

Ii
iii

til

ili

.il

Ir

$ii.'
:s.:
's't

itll
, r"Ti,

' /{t

I

I

I

i

arC required, one for the fin lens, so
thit tlii mo'dification is equally performed by both lenscs and the
reflex image shows wl"et thC taking lens photographs.reflex image shows wl"et the taking len-s photpSraphs.- 

These ci-ose-up len', ' called Rolleinars, do not re4uire.any chaThese tlott-up lto'. called Rolleinars, do not r€quue any Cnangp

in exposure, but it is rvisable to stop down in order to increasc the
dentli of fie[d- which is relatively small at such short distances.deptli of field, which is relativelYptli of field, which is relatively small at such short distances.

the curreni Rolleinar sets coitain a built-in prism for 94tqa parallax
compensation at this close range. The Rolleinar with the thicker mount
incoioorates the prism. This lens has to be placed over the viewing lens
with its red dot it the top of the mount. Three sets are rnade:

Rolleinar set I for distances from l7t to 391 in.
Rolleinar set 2 for distances from 12| to l9l in.
Rolleinar sct 3 for distances from 9l to l2l in.
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r
LENS ATTACHMENTS

Tho.Rolloilux cxpoturG mGtGr consisc of
r minirturo mctar rttechcd to r rpccid
bnr hood. Thc lettcr fics ovcr thc front
of thc tekin3 lcnr; whcn not in usc thc
m.tcr crn bc lwunt inwerds (right).

The focusing range of the Tele-Rolleiflex is different from that of the
standard Rolleis. Two additional Rolleinar sets in twin mounts are
available for this camera. They can be combined with any of the
rpgular Rolleinars to cover the entire focusing range without inter-
ruption.

Rolleinar 0.35 (Tele-Rolleiflex): range from 9 ft. to 4ft. 5 in.
Rolleinar 0.7 (Tele-Rolleiflex): range from 4ft.6t in. to 3 ft.0* in.

The bayonet-mounted Rolleinar lenses are made in four sizes.
Size I for Tessar and Xenar (except on the Rollei-Maglc) f 3.5

lenses.
Size II for Planar and Xenotar f 3.5 lenses and the Xenar f 3.5

of the Rollei-Magrc.
Size III for Planar and Xenotar f 2.8 and Sonnar f 4lenses.

The focusing range of the wide-angle Rolleiflex, which entends to
2 ft., can be further increased with Rolleinar 2, to cover the whole
range down to 9| in.

Size IV for Distagon /4 lenses.
For use, lock the Rolleinars securely on the inside of the bayonet-

socket of both lenses by turning them to the right until they snap into
position.

Eorher Close-up Lens Sets
The Rolleiflex close-up sets issued prior to 1939 were called Proxars

(in 1945 Curtars, and since 1947 Rolleinars). The performance and field
of application of all these lenses is the same. Prior to the above detailed
Rolleinar sets with parallax compensating wedge built into one lens,
sets were supplied without the built-in wedge. A separate wedge. the
Rolleipar prism, is used which f r r the bayonet mount in the Rollemar
on the viewing lens.

The Rolleipar I works in conjunction with the Rolleinar set I and
the Rolleipar II with the Rolleinar set II. Rolleipar lenses are available
with either bayonet or push-on mount. The former fits on top of those
Rolleinar finder lenses which are equipped with a bayonet fitting.

Having attached the two Rolleinar lenses on the carnera, mount the
corresponding Rolleipar on top of the Rolleinar finder lens. Make sure
the double arrow engraved on the mount is properly centred at the top.

Sets with a bayonet-mount on one and push-on mount on the other
Rolleinar lens are to be used with those Rollei cameras which are
provided with a bayonet fitting on the taking lens, whereas the finder
lens has a push-on mount.

Sets with a push-on mount on both Rolleinar lenses are designed for
the Rollei models not equipped with bayonet fittings at all. If necessary,
adjust the springs of push-on mount until they fit over camera lenses.

Soft Focus Lenses
The Rolleisoft lenses, supplied in bayonet mounts of same series as tho

filters, are designed to soften critical definition, producing a diffused,

Curent Rolleiflex models (except thc
{ x{ end Tclc end Wide-mgle Rolleiflex)
cln u3e thc Zeir Muter attachments foi
Widc-en3lc end Tclc work. They fit over
findcr end tekln3 lenr end rc eveilablc In
thrcr bayonct rize3, rccording to cam€r.
hns.

Thc Rolbiner lcnlcl for clotc-ups (right)
llt in front of thc findcr end takin! lcni
of tho c.mtrr. Thc Rollciner for thc findcr
incorpontg e 3lrsr wcdSc to comprnsatc
lor closc-up penllu. (Erlicr closc-up
bnr rrtr urd e 3.p.rttr Rollciper attech-
m.n3 in front of thc findcr lcns.)

Thc micro-ettechmcnt consists of ln
rdrptor tubc to to ovGr thc microrcop.
ryo piccc, r bcem<plitting vicwin3 dcvicc,
end r bryonet rin3 to conn.c3 to thr
trking lonr of thc ctmcn Thc unit crn
rlro bc urcd without thc bcem-rplittin3
virwcr (right), in which cesc thc attech-
mant ir mountcd on thc findcr lcns end
thcn movcd to thc tekin3 lcnr immo-
dirtoly bcforc thr rxporuro.
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halo-tike effect, particularly with back lighting. Their particular field of
application is in portrait photography.--fitR;[eisoft 

b is for stjght softeniirg cffects and contrastine liehting.
tt lJUest useO at full apertire. Full exposure increases the effect.

nr; Rolieisofl fii fot stronger soft-focus effects and for use in soft
lighting. Stop down to f 5.6 foi decreased softness.:hJioiteding 

effect ian be observed on the ground glass screcn by
mounting the Rolleisoft on the finder lens.

The Lcns Hood
Exposures against the lieht give fascinating ligl,t effects. Use a lens

hood to protec-t the lens fr-om the direct rays of the sun. Use it for all
F* piclor"s, in fact, because .it- wi{ engance the brilliance of the
imagel Further it is useful for night -photograpby, ap. it prwents stray
side-light from reaching the lens rydcausing d.isturbing reflections. It
affords excellent protection of the lens from rain or snow.

The Rolleiflex l-ens hood is made in the four sizes of bayonet mount
to fit the different Rollei models. The hood is mounted over the outer
iim ofttre bayonet socket of the taking lens and turned until it locks.

For earlier-models with push-on mount, a 28,5 mrn. push-on lens
hobd-was available with an excenter clip io fix the hood securely to
tttitlni iim. On the inside of the hood a filter rim will accept the special
Rollei push-on filters which are held by a second clip.

The Rolleilux
This is a lens hood with photo-electric exposure meter attached. It

fits all Rolleiflex models with series I bayonet mounts. The bayonet
mount can be rotated through 180 degfees to suit various camera
models. The tiny meter folds inside the hood when not in use. To
measure exposurl, it hinges out to the left and covers the same angular
field as the- Rolleiflex lei'ses. With the hood fitted over the lens, it is

reia iio* above, with the camera in the normal taking position. A
ni"gect translucent nap can be swulg up {r9m underneath for incident
iigtii measrr.ement. Tlie meter is ca[Sraied in ASA and DIN film speed
iitings inO reaOs in expos_ure values and speed-stop combinations. A
ie"tttE case with loop to fit the camera neck -stra-p 

is designed for usc
as an ever-ready case-for the meter when not fitted on the carrleria.

Filters
Rolleiflex filters are available in the four bayonet sizes. Size I for

Tessai ind Xenar (except Rollei-Magic) f 3.5 lgnsr slze-Il for Planar
anO Xenotar f 3.5lenses-and also the Xenar f 3.|of the Rolt.ti-t![1Ec.
Si"e llt for Pianar and Xenotar f2.S lenses and Sonnar f4. Size IV for
Distagon /4 lenses.- -Tlrlire 

ar" two groups of filters: for black and white and for colour
pnoioSraphy rcsfictivcly. Thc tablcs at the end of this guide lfut thc

filtcrs available together with thcir purposc and exposunc incrcarc
expressed also in exposurre value, adjustmegts.

The Rolleipol is Supplied in four sizes for bayonet fitting_carneras
(p. 30). For ine fix it-in front of the finder lens, rotatg the Rollcipol
until fhe effect is right, and transfer it in the same position (note whitc
markings) to the bayonet mount of the camera lens. The Bernotar is
an earliEr version of the polarizing filtcr in push-on mount 28.5 mm.
to fit the early Rolleiflei models (except Original Rolleiflex).

The Rollei Nlicro Afupter
This permits photography through the microscope wittl the Rolleiflex

usili-in! the fuil circle <if ine 2lx2l in. and 4x4 cm.negative sizc.
the attachment consists of a micro-tube to clamp the camera to thc

microscope and a micro prism with focusing eyepiege for obscrva'
tion of the object. Both altachments are fittCd with interchangeable
bayonet rings 1o connect to the bayonet mount of the camera len3.

The micro-tube can be used by itself to photograph static subjects.
Fix the tube first to the finder lens for focusing and then transfer to the
taking lens. Adding the prism attachment permits photomicrographs
of moving subjecs as the micro-subject can be observed through thc
prism even during the exposure. In this casc the prism unit fits betwccn
ihe micro-tube and the camera. The latter must always remain focttscd
at infinity.
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VIEWING ACCESSORIES
The acessories in this group are mainly intended as aids to-viewing

anO- iocuiiog, especially -(in iome cascs) for the older models which
iait some oFitre iefinerirerits built into cunent Rolleiflexes.

Ttw Birwcubr Focusing Hood
This is a folding leather hood which can be fitted over the camera

hood and is equipped with a binocular and a viewing magnifier.'This
iitlnsion hood itruts out extraneous light to insrease the brightness
aoAita*y;f the focusing sct€en-image. At the same time it permits
oUt".uiti6n of the image wittr both eyes and two times enlarged. Both
magoiliers c"n be adjusted individu-ally, and snap into position on
opening the hood.- -Anif,dier 

model extension hood was made without magnifier.

The Pristn Find,er
The Rolleiflex pentaprism attachment is suitable for all Rollei modets

$'ith a;taCtraUie irood. It replaces the reflex hood to permit eye-level

"i;*id ;na locusing' The byeJevel position is a grCat.asset for all

""iion 
"pttoiogr"phy, -iports, 

f ress, fl ulh wo rk, parfcularly when used

;i;h ld plsi.ii 6ips. The iririsg s&g in the penlaprism is uprieht and
th; right-*ty-iorind. An adjustable rubber. .eyepiece . eliminates
iin.cii5n. fti! standard model js for viewing without spectpcles. Eye-

;rghi cott."iion lenses are available. The Penta B special -eye-piece
r6O"i is universal, for the normal eye and for wearers of distance
spectacles who wilf see the full finder image perfect{V sharp.. 

With the pentaprism the camera can be turned upside down to
ohotosraoh over heads in crowds.' i;E-ti-h; pentaprism, fust removc the focusiog bp.qd by-pry*ing th9
sprins catch'es- od Cittt,ir side of the hood and sliding the latter off
t".ffiu.at.--Fi"c" ttre pentaprism over the screen' pre$l down-, and

;frd; ior*ita until ii t&tcs iito position. To change Sack to the hood
proceed in the sasre way.

O Tlw Roll"eigrid
This is a 6eld lens, which can be used to brigbrcn qe sclet:n image on

o6lr modets, *neri, it facilitates viewing and focusing. The lens is a

tiil.il"* piarc uoa is btacea over ttre ground glass scneen, embossed
side downwards.

Rolleiclur Screen
This scnsen,6tted to tbe 2Ix2| models since !g64,,can be incor-

doraTeA-into iomc eartier motels.-It is an extra-blight scneen with a
;e&; ra"t;nnair in its @ntre. The two halves of the sentre circle are

Uncdup to Ue certain of pin sbarp definition
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o The Rolleimetcr
The Rolleimeter is a coupled optical rangefinder which transforms

the direct vieufinder of the Rolleiflex Automat (1950 and later models)
and Automat 2.8 into a focusing frame finder, permitting simultaneoug
viewing and focusing at eye levbl. This is specially useful^ when -taking
sports ihots-rapid action is easier to follow in the frame finder than on
the screen{r when working in poor light where the screen image is
dfficult to observe clearly.

The Rolleimeter is attached by means of a simple clamping screw- to
the name plate of the camera. Focusing the camera causes the moving
front pan6l to actuate a lever which, in lurn, transmits the motion to
the ra-ngefinder. A vertical glass plate yith a semi-silvered spgt in- the
middle, is located in the centre of the frame finder at 45" to the plane
of the front frame. This provides the means for viewing the two cle-arly
distineuishable focusing-images. On turning the focusing \oob of the
camerl the two images fuse into one when the camera is correctly
focused.

Before using the Rolleimeter for the first time, a simple infnity.(oo)
adjustment ofthe instrument to coincide with the camera is required
A brotective cap is provided over tlre qdjg-stment screw to secure the
setting permanently. n special model Rolleimeter C is available for
use with the Rolleiflex 2.8 series.

The Rolleimeter is supplied in a leather case, which may be fastened
to the strap of the evei-ieady camera case. It is not usable for the
Rotleiflex models E, F, T, Magic or 4 x 4.

O The Extension Focusing Knob
The Rolleiflex Automats since 1954 and the later models have a large

focusing knob, designed for focusing under adverse conditions, e.g.

when w-earing glove5, or when the camera is in its case. For the pre'
1954 AutomitJan exlension focusing knob is available. The extension
knob is bigger than the original focusing kno-b, and easier -tp gnP:
To fit the Eitension knob piess in the spring-loaded outer disc and
attach the knob by its three claws over the focusing knob. The extension
knob also carriei a double film indicator to show the type and the
speed of the film in the camera.' The extension knob is availabte calibrated in either feet or metres.
The knob wilt fit all but the earliest Rolleis.
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vtEwlNG AccEssoRlEs

Left: The pentaprism finder can be used with all Rollei models having a removable hood, and
provides an uprighr and right-way-round view of the screen at eye-level. Centre: The binocular
focusing hood clips over the standard hood and completely shuts out all stray lighr. Right: The
Rolleiclear has a split image centre. Lining it up produces sharp definition on 2|;<2f models.

THE ROLT.EIMETER

The Rolleimeter is an optical coupled rangefinder which can be attached to the Rolleiflex and is used
wirh the builr-in frame finder. lt contains a glass strip 2 set at 45o to the front of the frame finder,
with a semi-silvered spot I in the middie. This reflects an image reflected by the pivoted mirror 3
which is coupled to the movement of the camera lens panel by the arm 7. When this reflecred
image coincides with the image seen directly through the glass strip, the camera is correctly focuscd.
To fit the Rolleimeter on the camera hook one end round the edge of the name plate, and fix thc
orher end with the clamping screw 4.
Before using the Rolleimeter for the first time, adiust it to the infinity setting of the camera by meanr
of the screw 6 underneath its protective cap. The whole setring screw assembly can also be moved
on slacking off the screw 5; this cornpensates for deviations in the focal length of thc lenr from the
nominel focus, but is important only at close distances.
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CAMERA CASES AND HOLDING
ACCESSORIES

Eaer-Ready Coses
lrather ever-ready cases are available for each Rolleiflcx model for

full protection of the camera while retaining quick shooting facility.
On opening the top and front in one action, the camera can shocrt
while in its case. The carrying strap acts as neckstrap for the carnera
without case. The front of the current cases can also be removed by a
singJe action, if the case is intended to forrn a mnlera carrying and
holding cradle.

A covering flap which protects the exposure meter knob is available
as an extra.

The case for Rolleiflex 3.5F, 2.8Ir, 2.8F,12 and T opens from the
back and the whole top with front swings down. To remove the front
pull down the clip below the carnera. To remove the ca,mera from the
case swing down the holding latches on either side and pull out the
camera.

The camera strap is fitted by pushing its prongs into the strap
holders on either side of the camera until they engage" To remove them
press together the prongs and pull out the strap.

The case for the Rolleiflex 3.5E and 2.88 is similar, but the front is
not detachable.

The original case for the Rolleiflex 4 x 4. 1957, is plastic. op€ning
down at the front and rear. To insert the camera put it into the case
from the rear. To close the case swing up the two sections. The 1965
version of this case is of the same design as the 2t x 2| ones.

The cases for the earlier Rolleifiex models are of somewhat simpler
design. To secure the can:rera in position, clips are fitted to either side
which engage in the strap holder of the camera.

To accommodate a Rolleiflex with the 35 run. exposure countcr
permanently fitted, bend back the tabs around the film knob inside
the case and lift out the insert.

The Metal Eaer-Ready Cose
This is a light-weight metal case which totally encloses the camera

thus giving complete protection in all weather conditions. It is designed
for use with all Rolleiflex cameras having a Erooved tripod base plate.
A special model is made for the Rolleiflex 4 x 4, l9-\7"

The case is air-tigfrt and water-tight and has a pivotcd camera rnount
so that it can be openerl and the camera swung up quickly into the
ghooting position. For protection of the camera against excessive
humidity in tropical climates clips are provided inside the case to hold
a desiccant cartridge. This consists of silica gel crystals contained in a
heat-proof glass tube.
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ROLLEIFLEX CASES AND SUPPORTT
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The Rolleifix Tripod Head
The Rolleifix head screws on to the tripod or flashgun bracket and is

left in position. To fix the Rolleiflex it is only necessary to slide the
camera on to the head and lock it fast by means of a lever. All Rollei.
flexes with a grooved tripod base plate will fit the Rolleifix.

The Rollei Pistol Grip
This is a pistol-type grip shaped to fit the right hand. It allows a verv

comfortable steady hold for hand-held exposures. It embodies a Rollei.
fix attachment for fitting to all cameras with a grooved edge on the
tripod mount. A trigger releases the shutter via a cable release which
screws into the release button. The latest version is fitted with a release
lock. A thread is also incorporated for attaching on the flash gun
bracket.Since 1965, it has a locking device against unintentional release.

The Ponoram,a Heacl
This is designed for taking panoramic picture series, l0 exposures

covering the entire 360' horizon.
The panorama head can be used in conjunction with the tripod

head (see above) or can be directly screwed into the tripod bush of the
camera. After mounting the camera with head on a tripod, the camera
can be rotated by the correct amount by pressing the self-locking
button on the head.

An earlier version of the panorama head has two locating pins.
To use this rnodel insert the screw of the panorama head into the
tripod socket of the camera without, holvever, tightening up com-
pletely. lrave the base plate just movabie. Now press the socke8 of
the base plate against the two pins located on either side of the back
latch until they take a firm hold. After that tighten the screw com-
pletely. When turning to the right a ratchet stops the head at each
section.

O The Stereo Slide
With the help of the stereo slide (now rliscontinued) the Rolleiflex

can be used like a stereo camera, producing three-dimensional pictures.
The necessary separation of the stereo pair (65 mln., the normal

separation of the eyes) is mechanically attained.
Subjects with plenty of foreground are particularly eflective.
The stereo attachment must be used on a tripod.

l. Screw the stereo attachment on the tripod.
2. Fix the camera.
3. Adjust the case level,
4. Push tbe camera as far as it will go to the left and fasten the screw.
5. IVIake the first exposure; wind on the film.
6. Loosen fitrnent screw, push carnera to the right and tighten screw
7. Make the second exposure.

5='D
Y

Thc ovcr-reedy cuo opens up from tho
rcer. with thc front falling down. Tha
front cln be rcmoved altogether by
unhooking the clip (lower left). To rcmoYc
tho crmcrl from thc case opcn thc
letchcs rt tho sidc rnd pull out thc
clmera from thc front (right).

Thc Rolleimarin underweter houring is e
waccr-tight pressurized case for under-
wlter photogrephy. The camert controlr
lrc operated from the outside and 1
grism viewing system provides en rlmosc
ryc-level view of thc picturc on thc
focurin3 icrc€n.
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THE ROLLEIFIX TRIPOD I{EAD

.THE METAL EVER.READY CASE

The two separatc exposures must both bc made with the samo
shutter speed and as quickly as possible in succession. Persons in the
picture must not move during the exposur?s.

Stereo pictures are most effective when printed as transparencics
on lantern plates 6 x 13 or 4.5x 10.7 cm. For printing any printing
frams with a glass plate will do, as long as it is large enough.

Stereo viewers are needed for viewing the stereo pictures.

The Rolleirnarin Und,erwater Housing
This is a camera container for underwater photography with thc

Rolleiflex Automat.f3.5" It is pressure proof, and testedlo a depth of
130 ft. It is fitted with a prism and a viewing magnifier for ground
glass screen focusing and has in addition a paraUax compensated direct
vision viewfinder. The casing is finished in a corrosion resistant lacquer.

Transporting the film, setting shutter speed and aperture, and focus-
ing are possible under water on large earily readable scales, with the
lousing in shooting position. A built-in filter turret pennits change of
filters. There is provision for fitting a flash unit.

Rolleiflex Automat cameras with serial Nos. up to 1,427,990 require
use of the Rolleimarin model l, while for Nos. above that up to
1,739"999 the Rolleimarin 2 is suitable. For Rolleiflex models fitted
with Planar f3.5 or Xenotar f3.5 lenses or those with nunrbers
1,740,000*1,870,000, Rolleimarin 3 should be used. Rolleimarin 4 is
designed for Rolleiflex 3.5 (above No. 2,250,000).

The Rolleimot
This is an electric reruote control release for the 2Ix2| Rolleiflex

and Rollei Magic cameras.It transports the film and releases the shutter
from distances up to 650 ft. and re-tensions it again via the transport
crank. It is suitable for single shots as well as for series of pictures.

The Rolleimot consists of a base for the camera which contains the
rnotor, accurnulater (or 4 UZ batteries) and transport mechanism, and
an electric cable with switch for remote release.
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ALTERNATIYE PICTURE SIZES

The Rolleifiex Mask Set
The rnask set is designed exclusively for the Rolleiflex T and Rollei-

Magic, it will not fit other models. It enables 16 pictures, either
2tx lf in" (5.5x4cm.) or the popular "superslide" size 18x l8 in.
(4x4 cm.), to be taken on 120 rollfilm"

A singje rrask for 2{ x l* in, and l* x l* in.fits into the film aperture
in the camera back. The mask defines the larger size and the I $ x I * in.
lormat is indicated by notches in the top and bottom edges, which show
on the rebate of the film. On inserting the mask, the titm counter
meciranisrn is autornatically switched from 12 to l6 frames. A white
"!2'or "16" below the frame nurnbers in the counter window shows
whether the mask is in piace.

The focusing screen and the sports finder each have a separate mask
for eacb format. The f'ocusing screen rnasks fit under the screen which
is rcmovable together with the hood. The masks move with the focusing
knob, giving automatic parallax correction. The sports finder masks
clip over the opening in the fcrcusing hood.

T'hrl Pl.ate Afupter
Plates offer advantages in all cases where individual treatment of

single negatives is essential or desirable. Technical photographs of all
kin,Cs, portraits and reproductions, for example, are generally produccd
orl special negative material in limited numbers only, and usually
necessitate immedia'te, inclividtral development. Here, plates are thc
ideal negative material.

TLre advantages of plates can be enjoyed by using the plate adapter."[his is attached in placr of the norrnal camera back.
The RoUeiflex ?l x 2l in. (6 x 6 cm") uses 2* x 3l in. (6.5 x 9 cm.)

irlates" while a special model O for the Rotleiflex lt x l* in. (4x.4 cm.)
uscs I IxZL in" (a.5 x 6 crn.) plates. The actual picture size, holvevero
is unaffected and remains the sanre as for rollfilm.

'ifo u.se the plate back
[. H,emove the nornnal camen& back b'y lifting the lock of the hinge of

the back (on early rnodels by pushing the sprung hinge outwards).
2. Remove the take-up spool from camera.
3. Attach the plate adapter back without plate hoider.
4. trnsert the plate holder by pushing it down the grooves on the

adapter back after having swung out the swing catch on thc left-
hand side top.

5" To expos€, withdraw the slide, li.ft up the lever on the back of the
plate holder, give it a quarter turn and let it slide forward into the
focal plane.

6. Remove the plate holden after reversing procedure under 5 (abovc),

To load the plate holder
l. Withdraw the slide.
2. Lift up the locking lever on the back of the plate holder.
3. Give the lever a quarter turn and let it shde in.
4. Slide the plate or sheet fihn (with sheet film holder underneath;

into the camera.
5. Reverse steps 3 and then 2.
6. Insert the slide,

A .fucusing screen holder is available to permit focusing directly
on the back of the camera, for example, with close-ups where parallax
operations are critical. To use it:
l. Insert the closed holder.
2. Withdraw the slide.
3. After use re-insert slide and then remove holder.

The Rolleikin Cine Filrn Adapter
The cine fi.lm equipment makes it possible to take up to 36 exposures

on 35 mm. cine film combined u'ith all the advantages offered by the
Rolleiflex. trt is not suitable for tlie Rcllei Magic or 4 x 4 modeli but
can be used vrith an adaptor on early Rollciflcx T models.

It also perrnits the use of types of colour film which are only available
in 35 rnm" size.

The image obtained is upright; for horizontal photographs, view the
finder sideways as when photograplring round the corner. Alterna-
tively, use the eye-levei pentaprisrn or frame finder in horizontal
camera positiorr.

The Rolleikin equipment is further useful for picture sequences.
ln conjunction with the redtrced picture size the fcrcal lcngth of 3 in.
of the Rolleiflex produces the effect of a long focus lc'ns, which is a
welcome featu.re in pc,rtraits, flower and still-lit'e studies.

Filnr transport takes place automaticalJy as with the full size
2tx?t in. exposures, by turning the crank.

Th.e RaL|.eikin II
This rnodcl is suitable for currcnt Rolleiflex cameras r.vhere the

camera back has a two oi" tlrree-position pressure plate (engraved
?'4x36 mm.). it is also suitlble for the Rolleiflc;r rnodels with serial
No. l,l(i,1,000 tr-r approx. 1,tr60,000. but for these a new back is
pr;uire,l suitable fcrr troth 2[x2[ in. and 35 mm. c

T'he Rollcikin ll consisls of:
(l) Mc'tal or leutt{er caise;
(2) Film guide frame ;
(3) Take-up spool ;

(4) Rclease luiob w'jtir film counter;
(5) Extensiion spindle for rcwind knob:
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Insert the film mask behind thc film aperture,
rpring loedcd edge first, towards the bottom
of thc camera. Then slide the mask up under
the top of thc irperture.

Drop the ground glass mask into place so thet
thc notch and punchsd holes fit over the studr
providcd.

Press both spring catches either side of tho
hood, slide it backwards and lift off. Replecc
by inserting hood in the guidel end pressinj
forward until it locks. Remove tho screen by
prcssing beckwards end lifting off.

Slip tho top edge sf the rporu finder rnask
under the lip of the top button on the hood,
Press the sidc pins into the bushcs either sidc
of thc hood. Remove by lifting the botconn tab
on tho mask.

ROLLEIFLEX 3.5T AND ROLLEI.MAGIC MASK SET (Q Inncr spool knob;
(7) Focusing screen mask;
(8) Frame finder mask; O
(9) I-ens hood mask.

Inatolling the Release Knob
The release knob accepts 35 mm. and size 120 film and is alread_v

built into the Rolleiflex models 2.8C, D, E, Tele, and Wide-angle
Rolleiflex. On the other models:
l. Remove the top fiIm knob by unscrewing the three countersunk screws.
2. Fasten the release knob tightly by means of the three screws supplid.
3. Remove protective lining from the gummed insert and paste it on the

release knob.

Assernbling the Rolleikin II
I, Adjust the film pressure plate. Press the prcssure platc down, and

slide it towards the bottom of the camera, till the inscription24x36
(l x ll in.) becomes visible.

2. Insert the take-up spool. Pull out the release knob, fit the take-up
spool into the winding key on the right, and push the spool home.

3. Insert the rewind parts. Screw the extension cn the rewind knob by
rotating the latter. Push the interrnediate knob over the opposire
spool bearing pin (slipping the metal tongue between the film
feeder rollers of the Rcllciflex).

4. Insert the fthn guide frflme. Press the spring-actuated clamp-bar at a
flat angle against the bottom of the filrn gate and insert completely.
To remove, push the frame downrvard (against the clamp bar) and
lift out"

5. Flace the focusing screen mask into the focusing hood. On the 2.8F,
3.5F, 2"8F,12 and Teie-Rolleiflex remove the focusing hood, folC up
the screen, and drop the mask with its hoies over the two smaii
pegs. Then close the screen and neplace the hood. On cameras with
fixed hoocl, drcp the screcn mask into the hood with the lettering
'"Rolleikin" legible and on the latest nrodel press the leclge at the
rear of the finder hooC to let the catch engage the mask. Snap the
direct finder rnask on the two snap fasteners on front of the hood.

6. Push the 35 mm. fname frnder nnask over the press studs on the front
of the hoocl (nour discontinrred).

f"ocd$ng
l. ln$srt fhe film cassette. Open the camera back, pull out the rewind

knob and fit in the full film cassette in the feed chamber.
X. "fhresd the fi.Im. Introduce the fi"lm leacler which first passes between

the film f'eed rollers into the dor.rble slit <lf the take-up spool, against
f-he right-hand edge. Tighten by giving the spool a short turn.

3. Close the camert. lv{ake sure the mouth of the cassette points
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Thc plrtc edepter tekcs thc placr of
thr normel hinged cemera beck.

Brforc exposurc, give tho handlc et
thc beck of thc platc holder a quartGr
turn. This bringr the plate into thc
Corrcct plenc of focu:.

THE ROLLEI PLATE ADAPTER

To load thc plate holders, first releasc
the platc carriers inside.

Shcet films arc first loaded into stiff
film holdcrs and then treated like
phtos.

straight ahead in line with the film leader, then close the camera
back.

4. Set the film counter. Press and release the release knob until the red
dots of the Rolleikin counter face each other. Disregard the counter
for rollfilm. To set the Rolleikin counter for the first exposure,
advance the counter dial to No. I by pressing the release knob and
actuating the film transport three times.

Filrn Transport
l. Press and release the release knob before actuating the film trans-

port. The film counter advances automatically to the next number.
2. Advance the film as usual to the stop with the crank.

Rewinding
1. After the last exposure press down the release knob.
2. Simultaneously rotate rewinding knob clockwise.

The rewind also permits the removal of only partially exposed films.
In order to prevent the film lead from slipping into the cassette when
rewinding, be sure to thread the film backward, i.e. against the winding
direction into the double slit of the take-up spool when loading.

When reloading a partially exposed cassette, advance the film two
frames beyond the last exposure (skipping one frame for safety).

Always adjust the film pressure plate in accordance with the type of
film used, in order to ensure perfect registry. (A certain sign ol'incorrect
adjustment when using the Rolleikin: camera back rvill not close.)

The Rolleikin I
This model of the 35 nun. attachment is designed for Rolleiflex

Standard New and Autonnat models with serial Nos. from 200,000 to
l, 100,000.

It consists of the following parts:
(l) Ro[eikin back panel;
(2) Film guide frame;
(3) Take-up spool;
(4) Release knob;
(5) Rewind knob with
(Q Extension spindle (to be unscrewed);
(7) Spool knob;
(8) Screen mask.

Assentbling the Rolleikin I
1. Replace the standard film knobs by the release and rewind knob.

Replace the standard film knobs mounted on the camera by release
and rewind knobs. (Jnscrew the countersunk screws and remove
the two knobs. In their place, screw in firmly the release knob and
rewind knob.
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For special purposes a ground glass
slide can be fitted for back focusing"
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Tho Rolleikin ll (right) consrsts of I
trkc-up spool and film guidc framc
rs well iils I Gountcr release knob,
fittingr for the fced spool chambcr,
rnd r screon mask and O framc findcr
mask. lt is used with the Rollci
Univorsal back with ediustablc prct-
rurc platc for 35 mrn. and rollfilm.

THE ROLLEIKIN II

Rcplaco thc top film knob by the
release knob with the Ro!leikin
countsr. (Not on Rolleiflex 2.8C, D
or E or TelG-R,olleiflex or Widc-angle.)

2. Replace the sta.ldard back panel by the Rollerkig panel. Fulty open
and remove the standard back panel by turning the small lever
near ttre top. Put the R.olleikin Lrack panel in its place.

3. Insert take-up spool. Insert ttre take-up spool while putriing out the
release knob and holding it in that position.

4. Mount rewind knob. Screrv the extension spindle on to the tlu"ead
of the rewind knob ti), turning the latter' Press down the spool
knob on the fixed spool bearing pin of the camera.

5. fnsert the film guide frame. Flace the fiim guide f,rarne in the filnr
window by means of the spring rail, and press clown frrmiy. The slot
in the guide plane should be pointing clownwards.

6. Insert the screen mask. 'I-he screen mask reduo*s the focusing screen
to cine film size. After opening the focusing hood, place it over the
grouncl glass screen so that the engraved lettering "Rolleikin" is

the right way up.
On R.olleihex Automat cameras since 1950 a spccial frame finder

mask for the cine size can be fitted to the two buttons in front of
the focusing hood. This affangement simplifies view-finding for
horizontal pl'rotographs with the Rolleikin"

Important: iloth ihe- release and rewind knobs are so designed as

to take also the standard *120' size spoolo so that they can perrnanently
rernain on the camel?. The film knobs on camera models since t 950
are suitable for Rolleikin and neec! not be replaced.

Filrn Looding snd Tronsport
1. lnsert the film cnss.ette. Insert a standard 35 mm. film cassette into

the bottom charnber.
A Dnaw out the filnr end and fix to the take-up spool by pushing it in

its slot. The fil"m has to pass between the two feeler-rollers.
3. Close the camera back. Set the counting mechanism of the Rolleikin

equiprnent first to zero by turning lhe milled wheef ignoring the
couriter in the side of the camera which does not apply to cine film.
To wind on the film, first depress the locking knob of the back panel
after each exposure, release it and then turn the crank up to the
next stop. To inake the camera ready for the first exposure, work the
frlm transport in this way until I"{o. I appears in the window of
the Rolleikin counter.

4. Set the film countetr"

Reu'.inding
Disengage the transport. Press down the release knob and lock try a

short turning movements
Rewind film.- The rewind knob can then be turned clockwise until
the whole of tbe fiim has been re-wound into the cassette, using the
Rolleikin counter as a check.

ffiffi
Aftcr loading outfit, press and releasc
thc rolaass knob until the red dot"s of
thc Rollcikin countGr fece cach other.
Thcn prcsr end work thc film trlfls'
port three timcr to tct thq film ready
for tha exposr.,lrG.

Aft*r e he lrst cxposurc kecp thc
rsisase knob prerscd down end at thr
srmo tirnc rotlts thc rcwind knob
(bclow right).

Thc lcnr hood mask incrcases thc
cfficicncy of thc lens hood whcn uscd
with thc Rolleikin (rny modcl) Thc
mrrk ir rimply pushed into thc front
of thr hood.
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THE ROLLEIKIN I CINE FILM ADAPTER

ln the earlier Rolleikin models rhc
rewinder knob 5 is of a diffcrcnt
design, whilc the cxtension spindlc 6
and spool knob 7 are replaced by a
cassett€ holder.'

n
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Early DtesignE of Rolleikin
OLD ROLLEIKIN I. It is designed for the same camera models,

but has in place of the rewind knob with separate extension spindle a
different rewind knob and spool holder.

Assembly is the same as described for the Rolleikjn I.'Io load, slide the spool holder apart and insert the cartridge so that
the mouth of the cartridge coincides wit"h the red dot on the spool
holder. Push the spool holder together and place it in the bottom
spool chamber with the film end pointing towards take-up spool"

The rest of the manipulation is as before.
ORIGINAL ROLLEIKI]\I" The first model of cine adapter designed

for the Rolleiflex Standard consists of: back panel with counter and
cutting knife, film rnask, screen mask, one spool holder.

Assembly and handiing is as follows:
l. Remove the rollfilm back by Lifting it up, and pressing it lighttry to

one side. The two lock-levers close to the strap slots rnust be pr.lshed
upwards. Now the cine back can talce its place.

2. Insert the filnn mask by pushing it into the negative aperture.
slot must be at the bottorn.

3. Insert the screen mask over the focusing screen so that the engraved
name (Rolleiflex) is the right way up ancl uprigirt.

4. irnsert the 35 rnrn. filin enssette into the bottom chamber just lrke a
rollfihn.

5. Fix the film end to the centre spool of an empty cassette to be used
as take-up spool, close it and insert this take-up cassette into the
spool holder, tafing care that the wingeci key of the film transport
fits into the slot in the spool holder. The film runs now from the full
cassette at the bottorn into the empty one at the top.

6. Close the back panel and make fcrur blind expo$ures by four times
alternately wintting the transport and pressing the catch on top
left of the cine back.

7. Set the fiIm counter by turning the millecl wheel to No. l. You are
noy ready for the first exposure.

8. After esch exposure, press the catch and transport the film until all
exposures are madc. Four more turns will wind the film end into the
take-up cassette, so that the back can be opened and the film
removed.

9. The built-in filnn cutting knife permits cutting off of exposed fihn
parts. Make two blind exposures after the last picture, and fully
pull out the knife. The camera can now be opened in diffused day-
light and the take-up cassette with the exposed film removed for
processing. The rest of filrn in the loaded cassette can be re-insented
with a total loss of approximately 6 frames.
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Th* roloaso knob { end thc rcwind
knob 5 tekc thc plecc of cho cor-
rcsponding knobs on thc clm€n
Oncr fixrd, thay cen bc lcft in placc
for rollfilnrr too. Thr knobr fittcd to
Automet 1950 aro elso rurtablc for thc
Rolhikin and ned not bc roplaccd.
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ASSEMBLING AND LOADING THE ROLLEIKIN I HOWTO...
Flandle the Rolleiflex

Flandle the Rolleiflex F
and E

Handle the Rolleiflex T

Handle the Rollei-Magic

Handle the Rolleiflex 4x 4

Handle the Rolleiflex
Automat Series

Handle the Early
Rolleiflex Models

Hold ttre Rolleiflex

Carry the Rolleiflex

Use the Reffex Finder

Focus the Rolleiflex

shoot with the Rolleiffex

Load the Rolleiflex

Unload the Rolleiflex

t2

60

68

t5

78

84

90

t2

t4

l4

t7

l8

l9

22

Choose Black-and-White
Film 23

Choose Colour Film 24

Use Filters 29

Expose with the Rolleiffex 3l

Choose Aperture and Speed 32

Use the Self-Timer 35

Use the Exposure Meter 35

Use Flash 43

Use the Rolleiflex
Accessories l0l-l l6

WHAT IS WHERE?
Aperture 3l
Carrying 14
Cases 101
Cine Film Attachment 108
Close-ups 50, 93
Colour Films 24. 51
Depth of h-ield n', 17
Exposure 31, 48
Extension Focusing Knob 100
Films 23,53
Filters 29, 51, 52, 96
Flash 43, 49, 50, 66, 67
Focusing 17
Focusing Hood 98
Holding 12
Lens Attachments 93
I-ens Hood 95
Loading 19
Masking Set 106
Micro Adaptor 97
Models of Rolleiflex 6
Movernent 39,66
Panoramic Head 104
Pistol Grip 104
Plate Adaptor 106
Polarizer 30
Prism Finder 98
Reflex Finding 14
Rolleiclear 99
Rolleigrid 98
Rolleikin 108
Rolleilux 96
Rolleimeter 100
Rolleimot 106
Self-Timer 35
Shooting 18
Soft Focus Lenses 94.
Speed 3 I
Stereo Slide 104
Time Exposures 35
Tripod Head 104
Underwater Housing 105
Unloading 22
Viewfinder 14

ffi 'ffi6ffi
l. Replace standard film knobt by
ralease and rewind knobs. 2.
Remove camera back. 3. Fit Rolleikin
back. 4. Insert take-up spool. 5.
Mount rewinder. 6. Insert film 3uide
frame. 7. Insert focusing screen mask.
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